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author must  also  be  respected.  If  any  passage  from  this  thesis  is  quoted  or  closely 
paraphrased  in  a  paper  or  written  work  prepared  by  the  user,  the  source  of  the 
passage must be acknowledged in the work. If the user desires to publish a paper or 
written  work  containing  passages  copied  or  closely  paraphrased  from  this  thesis, 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 the 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four  offers  a  detailed  examination  of  the  art  of  pedalling  in  Stevenson’s  own  work, 
particularly  the use of  the  sostenuto pedal,  and  the ways  that he exploited more  complex 
forms of combination pedalling in his compositions and transcriptions.  
















      Uile chlann a’ chinne doanna.  
      Agus feasgar air a’ ghàrsbheinn  
      Bha ceòl eile ann a thàining,  
      Maol donn agus ùrlar sàth‐ghaoil  
      A’ bristeadh cridhe nam fonn àlainn.  
  
       ~ Somhairle MacGill‐eain, 1939  




      On Sgurr Dugh of the Two Hills  
      a voice came to my ear singing  
      Patrick Mor and his music mourning  
      all the children of mankind;  
      and an evening on the Garsven  
      there was another music that came,  
      ‘Maol Donn’ and its theme of love‐fullness  
      breaking the hearts of lovely tunes.  
  
       ~ Sorley MacLean, 1939  

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Sonatina  Serenissima:  In Memoriam Benjamin Britten  (1913–1976),  composed 1973–77  (Edinburgh: 
The Ronald Stevenson Society). 
 
    I  first  became  acquainted  with  Ronald  Stevenson  when  I  was  an  undergraduate  piano 
student at the Birmingham Conservatoire in the early 1990’s. I was introduced by my piano teacher 
and his wife, John and Joan Humphreys. Joan was the dedicatee of Stevenson’s transcription of the 
‘Adagio’  from  Gustav  Mahler’s  (1860–1911)  unfinished  Tenth  Symphony  (1910,  trans.  Stevenson 










my  own  name  by  means  of  musical  cryptography4  (as  shown  in  Figure  1).  I  found  this 
Schumannesque5 way of thinking to be fascinating. In conversation, he would leap with lightning‐like 
infectious  enthusiasm  from  art  to  poetry,  composition,  languages,  politics—both  old  and  new—

























From  what  he  composes  and  how  he  plays,  his  manner  and  appearance  (down  to  eagle 
pendant and quill pen), one might be forgiven for thinking of Ronald as a man born out of his 
time,  fifty  years,  even  a  century,  too  late.  If  a  handsome,  clean‐shaven,  right‐profile  from 
1945, dark hair swept back, has him cutting a Samuel Barber (1910–1981) pose, photographs 
taken by Anne Fischer  in  South Africa  in 1963,  soulfully penetrating,  languid eyed,  replete 
with  broad‐brimmed hat, winged  collar,  pencil moustache  and  goatee,  remind  strongly  of 
[Ignacy Jan] Paderewski (1860–1941) the young [Ferruccio] Busoni (1866–1924).6  
 
Stevenson is both a deeply modest man and an authentic, multi‐faceted artist—like Percy Aldridge  Grainger  (1882–1961)  and  Ferruccio  Busoni  before  him—composer,  writer,  pianist, educator and academic. He has a natural  intellectual enquiry of mind and curiosity  in all matters 






Ronald  never  quite  seems  to  notice.  It  reminds me much  of  reports  of  Busoni,  who  was 





In  the  twentieth  century,  Stevenson’s  piano music  is  unparalleled  in  its  breadth,  volume, 
diversity of subject matter, and artistic scope. Because the composer, the pianist, and even the very 
instrument  itself are so uniquely  intertwined,  the principal purpose of  this  thesis  is  to examine his 
body of work  for  the piano  from a pianistic perspective. Two substantial works have been written 
about  Stevenson:  Ronald  Stevenson:  A Musical  Biography  by Malcolm MacDonald  (b.  1948)9  and 
Ronald Stevenson: The Man and his Music, A Symposium, edited by Stevenson scholar, Colin Scott‐

















well  as  the  composer’s  wife,  Marjorie  Stevenson  (née  Spedding,  b.  1932),  whom  Stevenson 




with  the  instrument. The thesis explores Stevenson’s core artistic  ideal  that humanity can tangibly 
be reflected in art. Ambitiously, this exegetical expedition aspires towards the noble aesthetic of Sir 
Richard  Attenborough  (b.1923),  who  stated,  whilst  making  his  career‐defining  biopic,  Gandhi 
(1983),14 that such a significant overview of a lifetime can never be completely incontrovertible:  
No  man's  life  can  be  encompassed  in  one  telling.  There  is  no  way  to  give  each  year  its 




This  thesis  is  an  in‐depth  evaluation  of  how  Stevenson  strove  not  simply  to  reflect  the 
artistic, social, and political currents of the age, but also, paradoxically, to transcend and transform 


















DSCH  (1963).  The  first was  the New  South Wales  première  of  the work  at  the  Jørn Utzon Room, 
Sydney  Opera  House,  20th  June,  2012.  The  second  was  a  week  later  on  26  June  at  the Western 
Australian Academy of Performing Arts, and this performance is available online.16 The latter was the 
first Western  Australian  performance  in  three  decades,  with  this  monumental  work  having  been 
heard only once before  in Australia, with Stevenson himself as  soloist  in 1982 at  the University of 
Western  Australia.17  This  seemed  an  extremely  apt  choice  of  repertoire,  as  understanding 
Stevenson’s Magnum Opus proved of pivotal importance throughout the fascinating journey of this 
exegetical investigation. This is principally because the Passacaglia on DSCH both contextualizes and 
encapsulates—more  than  any  other  singular  work  of  Stevenson’s—his  unique  ‘larger‐than‐life’ 
contribution to the instrument. It cannot be underestimated that upon completion of the work and 
presenting  it  to  Dmitri  Shostakovich  (1906–1975),  Stevenson  pronounced,  ‘I  have  put  into  it 
everything  I know about  the piano’.18 As a  result, any performance of  this elemental tour de  force 
defines whoever  attempts  to  traverse  its  course on  the  concert  platform, not  least  because of  its 



































    In  early  2008, Ronald  Stevenson:  The Man  and  his Music,  was  released  by  Toccata  Press, 
coinciding with  the composer’s 80th birthday year.  In a  review of  the  symposium, Patric Standford 
distinguished  Stevenson’s  extraordinary  skills  as  a  pianist  as  being  on  par  with  his  compositional 
prowess: 
I  cannot  help  describing  Ronald  Stevenson  as  a  monumental  musical  personality….  he  is 
without  doubt  among  the  greatest  British  pianists  of  our  time  .  .  .  and,  as  Lord Menuhin 
(1916–1999)  writes  in  his  succinct  foreword  to  this  superb  symposium—one  of  the most 
original minds in the world of the composition of music.19 
 
    In  conjunction with  Stevenson’s  commercial  recordings,20 Ronald  Stevenson:  The Man and 
his  Music  is  a  crucial  point  of  departure,  acting  as  a  catalyst  for  this  exegetical  investigation  of 
Stevenson’s abilities as a pianist. Its many and various contributors persistently assert Stevenson as a 
complex, multifarious,  poly‐faceted,  eclectic  composer‐pianist,  who  has  been  influenced  by many 
musical  and  literary  antecedents.  These  include  John  Ruskin  (1819–1900),  William  Blake  (1757–
1827), Hugh MacDiarmid (1892–1978), and, most notably, Ferruccio Busoni (1866–1924) and Percy 
Aldridge  Grainger  (1882–1961).  All  contributors  acknowledge  these  influences,  stating  that  he 
metamorphicaly ‘coalesces’ and ‘absorbs’ methodologies and techniques as both concert pianist and 
composer,  utilizing  such  hybrid‐terminology  as  Graingeresque,  Busonian  and  even,  on  occasion, 
Stevensonian.21  However,  there  is  astonishingly  little  research  as  to  how  he  did  so  with  tangible 











illustration.  Stevenson’s  biographer,  In  the  only  other  significant  body  of  work  on  Stevenson, 
Malcolm  MacDonald  (b.1948)  wrote  that  he  did  not  have  enough  specialist  insight  to  make  a 
thorough assessment of his pianism. He said, ‘I have had neither the space nor expert knowledge to 
include any  thorough consideration of  Stevenson as a pianist,  though his performing activities are 
second only in importance to his composing’.22 
Performing  his  own work  and  giving  those whom he  chooses  to  champion  a wider  public 
awareness, are Stevenson’s primary goals. Furthermore, beyond the discrete spheres of performing 
and composing, Stevenson is perceivably a true Renaissance man, being also an insightful scholarly 
author  across  many  fields,  an  educationalist  and  even,  on  occasion,  a  philosopher.  According  to 
Glenn Riddle, Percy Grainger can similarly be celebrated as an analogous polymath who ‘alongside 
performing, conducting, and composing careers,’  like Stevenson,  ‘pursued a keen  interest  in music 
education,’23 not  to mention  that  they both were ardent ethnomusicologists and collectors of  folk 
songs.  In Grainger’s case, the multifaceted ingredients of his nature were something he discernibly 
relished,  imaginatively giving some explanation to his  ‘five selves’  in a unique publicity photograph 
from  1933  (Figure  3).  In  the  same  way,  one  has  only  to  explore  the  extent  of  Stevenson’s  own 
writings  on  music  and  other  subjects,24  as  well  as  his  prolific  correspondence,  to  appreciate  the 
eclecticism  of  his  interests,  tastes  and  friendships.  The  correspondence  consists  of  thousands  of 
letters to many playwrights, musicians, actors, artists, political figures, as well as to religious leaders, 
poets, radio producers, and dancers: from individuals as diverse as Cosme McMoon (1901–1980)—
the  long‐suffering  accompanist  of  the  infamous  amateur  soprano,  Florence  Foster  Jenkins  (1868–
                                                                                                                                                  
‘When one also considers his passionate interest in the art of transcription – much derided by cultural 











1944)—to William Temple  (1881–1944),  the Archbishop of Canterbury, and even  the great Finnish 
master, Jean Sibelius (1865–1957).25  
 
Figure  3.  Percy  Grainger  (1882–1961)  ‘In  the  Round,’  Silver  gelatin  print  (photographer  unknown), 
Grainger Museum Collection, University of Melbourne, 1933, Exception  to Copyright,  Section  ss 40, 
103C, Research or Study26 
 
    Correspondingly,  Kenneth Hamilton  notes  that  Stevenson’s  predecessor,  Ferruccio  Busoni, 
also a prolific  letter writer, was ‘almost as eloquent verbally as musically’.27 Looking towards direct 
opinions  of  Stevenson  from  contemporary  equivalents,  the  reclusive  English  composer‐pianist—of 
Parsee,  Spanish,  and  Sicilian  origin—Kaikhosru  Shapurji  Sorabji  (1892–1988)  commented  on 
Stevenson’s writing ability, that ‘he is as intelligent and perceptive as they are made…extraordinary 
in a professional writer on music!’28 Similarly, Percy Grainger was so taken with Stevenson’s flair for 
the written word  that  he  asked  for  their  lengthy  correspondence  that  it  be  sent  to  the  Grainger 











Museum  in  Melbourne  for  the  permanent  archive.  In  1959,  Grainger  requested  that  all  of 
Stevenson’s articles be sent to the Grainger Museum in Melbourne: ‘You are a magnificent worder—



















Nonetheless, Stevenson  is all  too aware  today’s artistic environment  increasingly demands 
specialism, both  in performance as well as  in composition. The  ‘musical establishment’  is not only 












apprehensive  but  ‘downright  mistrustful  of  all  rounders’.34  Concerning  those  who  may  perhaps 
criticize his own poly‐faceted career(s), he tersely refers to the adage of legendary conductor Bruno 
Walter  (1876–1962):  ‘a  musician  who  is  only  a  musician  is  only  half  a  musician’.35  Stevenson’s 
aptitude is essential to ascertain in understanding both his aesthetic stance and his complex modus 






    Dedicating  time  to  both  performance  and  composition  is  inherently  demanding—




Indeed,  he  [Stevenson] must  count  by  now  as  one  of  the most  prolific  composers  of  our 
century,  rapidly  approaching  the  unquantifiable  work‐totals  of  such  comparably  inventive 





often because,  to explore new possibilities  to  the maximum, a composer must have a  respectable 
working knowledge of the instrument for which he is writing. In evaluating the respective careers of 
















if  he’d  had  to  play  it  in  public?  Might  he  have  realised  that  the  added  tension  and 
excitement of public performance demanded some pruning of textures? Compare the piano 
writing of Rachmaninoff before and after he embarked on his virtuoso career (which he did 










the  ‘hard  wiring  of  the  psyche  of  the  composer‐pianist’.41  This  view  is  reiterated  by  Australian 
composer‐pianist, Larry Sitsky (b. 1934). Sitsky believes that if a composer does not perform, it will 
have an inverse effect upon the spontaneity of the composition: ‘without this communion with a live 
audience,  music‐making  all  too  easily  becomes  over‐intellectualized,  sterile  and  arid’.42  This 
standpoint  seems  logical,  as  music  is  not  a  dry  cerebral  exercise,  but  is  meant  to  be  heard:  the 
written  score  is  an  artistic  conduit:  a  means  of  expression  to  channel  and  communicate  the 
composer‐pianist’s aural intent to another.  
    One of the preeminent pianists of our time, Marc‐André Hamelin (b.1961), who premièred 
Stevenson’s  monumental  Festin  D’  Alkan  (1988–97)  at  the  Blackheath  Concert  Hall’s  Pianofest  in 










1998,43  identifies  the  importance  of  ‘thinking  as  a  composer’  whilst  performing.  He  steadfastly 
believes  that  all  pianists  should  at  least  attempt  composing,  as  it  can  only  purify  and  facilitate  a 
better appreciation of their art form:  
I  don't  understand  how  anybody  who  is  onstage  interpreting  a  piece  of music  can  do  so 
without having at least tried their hand at composition. To my mind, only by having tried to 
think as a composer can you successfully  re‐create  the composer's  thought when studying 





In a  similar  fashion, Stevenson  is  steadfast  in his belief  that  ‘the  specialist, non‐composing 
pianist  plays  with  immense  skill,  but  he  plays  the  music  ‘from  the  outside’.45  He  highlights  this 
phenomenon whilst appraising the substantial abilities of Danish composer‐pianist Gunnar Johansen 
(1906–1991), who,  like  Sitsky, was  a  fellow  ‘Busonian,’  academic,  educationalist,  and  former Egon 
Petri  (1881–1962)  student:  ‘Johansen  plays  as  a  composer  in  music  other  than  his  own.  Many 
pianists,  who  do  not  compose,  often  play  brilliantly  though  without  conveying  the  music’s 
structure’.46  But  precisely  what  is  it  that  is  so  extraordinary  in  the  creative mind  of  a  composer‐
pianist?  Ateş  Orga  once  astutely  wrote  concerning  Stevenson’s  predecessors  that  essentially  the 
‘creative  instinct,’  i.e.,  the  composition,  and  the  ‘re‐creative  act,’  i.e.,  the  performance,  are 
essentially symbiotic, and that Stevenson has used this artistic standpoint as a paradigm for his own 
lifelong creativity:  













the  Rachmaninoffs,  Medtners  and  Godowskys  of  this  world,  successors  to  the 
transcendentalism  of  Liszt,  Thalberg  and  Alkan—are  the  composer‐pianists  whose  vision, 
spiritual aspiration and humanitarian, altruistic example have been his life‐model. 47  
 
Stevenson  discloses  that  hearing  a  performance  by Mark  Hambourg  (1879–1960)  was  an 
epiphany  in  his  own  development  as  a  pianist‐composer,  making  him  aware  of  the  orchestral 
sonorities  of which  the  instrument  is  potentially  capable.  This  new  sound‐world would  become  a 
lifelong  fascination.  However,  like  the  young  Ferruccio  Busoni  hearing  the  ageing  Franz  Liszt 
perform,48  when  Stevenson  heard  Mark  Hambourg,  he  noted  that  Hambourg  was  well  past  his 
prime:  
He was old and past  it. He played  fistfuls of wrong notes. But he also produced an almost 
orchestral  sonority  which  I  heard  from  no  other  pianist  and  which  reminded  me  of 




Stevenson’s  description  of  summoning  an  ‘orchestral  sonority’  bears  an  arresting  similarity  to  the 
expressions of fellow composer‐pianist, Leopold Godowsky (1870–1938). Godowsky sees this as an 
important key  to  those aspiring  to perform his own work, with parallels  to  Johann Sebastian Bach 




    Stevenson  reiterates  this  belief,  acknowledging  that  he has  always had  ‘a  fascination with 

























of  Busoni  pupils’.  53  Hamilton  heard  the  story  himself  from  his  piano  teacher—none  other  than 
Ronald  Stevenson:  ‘Faced with  grumbling  from  the  young  Egon Petri  [1881–1962]  about  [Eugène] 
d’Albert’s  [1864–1932]  unacceptable  splashiness,  Busoni  retorted,  ‘If  you  put  as much  conviction 
into your right notes as d’Albert does into his wrong ones, then you’d have cause to criticize’. 54 
Egon  Petri  is  best  remembered  as  one  of  the  greatest  pianists  and  pedagogues  of  the 
twentieth  century.  Nonetheless,  although  Petri  trained  in  composition  in  his  formative  years—
studying with Hermann Kretzschmar  (1848–1924) and Felix Draeseke  (1835–1913) at  the Dresdner 
Hochschule  für Musik—he  by  no means  considered  himself  a  composer  akin  to  his  piano  teacher 
Ferruccio Busoni or Eugène d’Albert before him.55 David Murray comments upon the phenomenon 

















that,  whilst  not  all  great  pianists  can  compose,  those  who  have  pursued  both  paths  have  been 
lauded as the finest, almost without exception: 
Almost  every  composer  since  Mozart  has  played  the  piano,  but  not  many  pianists  can 
compose.  From  those  who  could,  nearly  all  the  great  piano‐music  has  come:  Wolfgang 
Amadeus Mozart  (1756–1791), Ludwig van Beethoven, Robert Schumann, Frédéric Chopin, 




Berlioz  (1803–1869)  had  no  formal  instruction  as  a  pianist.57  Even more  unusual,  Joaquín  Rodrigo 
(1901–1999), despite never having played  the guitar and almost wholly devoid of  sight  since early 
childhood, somehow managed to write his hauntingly evocative Concierto de Aranjuez (1939) that is 
justifiably  hailed  as one of  the  crowning pinnacles of  the  Spanish  guitar  repertoire. However,  it  is 
frequently  overlooked  that  Rodrigo  was  nevertheless  a  virtuoso  pianist  of  an  exceedingly  high 
calibre.58  
Murray  also  surveys  the  understandable  correlation  between  composer‐pianists  and 
composer‐violinists,  singling  out  Niccole  Paganini  (1782–1840),  Eugène  Ysaÿe  (1858–1931),  Jens 
Hubay (1858–1937) and Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart, as being particularly noteworthy, ascertaining 
that they all had ‘a deep practical knowledge of their  instrument’.59 Not surprisingly, Mozart  is the 
only  composer  to  make  both  the  list  of  composer‐pianists  and  composer‐violinists.  Murray  also 
proposes that a composer‐pianist  ‘can try things on that non‐pianist composers wouldn't dare, nor 
could imagine’.60  





















symbiotic  facets  of  his  artistic  consciousness,  as  both  composer  and  pianist,  are  fused  on  an 
elemental  level:  sharing  the  same  creative  heart.  Similarly,  his  programming  and  championing  of 
neglected  repertoire  (often  supporting  the  work  of  fellow  composer‐pianists)  are  equally  as 
extraordinary  and  warrant  supplementary  examination.  Also  merited  is  a  direct  survey  of  his 
pianism, which traces its footprints back much further than we might imagine.  




















He  says  that  he was  ‘always  an  avid  collector,  compiler  and  inventor  of  piano  exercises  based on 
actual music, not abstract  ‘gymnastic’ exercises  such as Hanon’s’.67 He  felt  that he  learnt  ‘virtually 
nothing’68  from his  composition  teacher, Richard Hall  (1903–1982), who, according  to MacDonald, 
was  ‘the  éminence  grise  for  the  ‘Manchester  School’,  with  protégés  such  as  Alexander  Goehr  (b. 
1963), Harrison Birtwistle (b. 1934), and Peter Maxwell Davies (b. 1934), amongst his most promising 
students.  Richard  Hall  was  strongly  influenced  by  the  concurrence  of  ‘slabs  of  sound’  frequently 
compared  to  those  used  by  Edgard  Varèse  (1883–1965),  Olivier  Messiaen  (1908–1992),  and  Igor 
Stravinsky (1882–1971).  
    In  Stevenson’s  view,  these  were  ‘desolate  and  severe’.69  Additionally,  unlike  Goehr, 
Birtwistle, and Maxwell Davies, Stevenson was the only student who was also a performer of a high 












calibre  and was  ‘naturally  attracted  to  composer‐performers  of  the  past’.70  Accordingly,  Ferruccio 
Busoni became for him ‘in effect, a musical self‐education more profound and far‐reaching than any 
education his formal teachers could provide’.71 By his own admission, the most influential authority 
on  his  pianism  was  Busoni’s  monumental  Klavierübung  in  Zehn  Büchern  (1818–1925)—which  is 
essentially  a  single  volume piano and  composition  tutorial  in  ten books.72  Stevenson copied  it out 
‘meticulously by hand’.73 He regards Busoni’s Klavierübung in Zehn Büchern as the best exercises—
that  along with  Bach’s  Inventions  and  Sinfonias  BWV  772–801  (c.  1723)  and Das Wohltemperierte 
Klavier,  BWV  846–893  (1722  and  1742)—helped  him  refine  his  skills  and  technical  prowess  as  a 
composer as well as a pianist:  
The Busoni Klavierübung  I  regard as  the best exercises  [sic].  I wrote  them out  from public 
library copies when they were out‐of‐print just after World War II. I also practised the Bach 
Inventions and the ‘forty‐eight’ in my youth (and later). At eighteen I could play the two‐part 
Inventions  and  Book  One  of  the  ‘fourty‐eight’  [sic.],  transposing  each  one  into  all  the 
tonalities. Can’t do it now!74  
 
Absorbing  the  Inventions and Sinfonias BWV 772–801  (c. 1723)  seemed valid  for  the young 
Stevenson,  as  Bach  had  personally  highlighted  their  intrinsic  worth  not  simply  for  developing  a 
sound keyboard foundation but also to support an interest in writing for the instrument:  
[An]  honest method,  by which  the  amateurs  of  the  keyboard—especially,  however,  those 
desirous of learning—are shown a clear way not only (i) to learn to play cleanly in two parts, 
but  also,  after  further  progress,  (ii)  to  handle  three  obligate  parts  correctly  and well;  and 
along with  this  not  only  to  obtain  good  inventions  [ideas]  but  to  develop  the  same well; 
above all, however,  to achieve a cantabile  style  in playing and at  the same  time acquire a 
strong foretaste of composition.75  

















upon  which  Stevenson  forged  his  pianistic  identity.  The  Klavierübung  consists  of  a  multitude  of 
exercises  showing  how  exhaustively  to  master  every  plausible  incarnation  of  piano  figuration.  It 
contains  études  by  Cramer,  Liszt‐Paganini,  Schubert,  Mendelssohn‐Liszt,  Auber‐Liszt,  Schubert‐
Liszt—as well as many of Busoni own transcriptions and exercises.76 Stevenson’s meticulous copying 
of all ten volumes of the Klavierübung may seem somewhat futile, especially by today’s standards—
not  least  because  of  the  gargantuan  volume  of  material  replicated—which  today  could  be 
downloaded  from  the  Petrucci:  International Music  Score  Library  Project  (IMSLP)77  in  a matter  of 
seconds. Nonetheless,  Stevenson  sees  this  youthful  diligence  as  being  ‘immeasurably  fruitful’  and 
recalls  that  Bach  duplicated  complete  bodies  of  the  works  of  others  by  hand  to  assimilate 
compositional techniques, figuration, and idiosyncratic instrumentation. Like Bach, he had done this 






Ignacy  Jan  Paderewski  (1860–1941).  Stevenson  has  constantly  championed  Paderewski’s 
compositions throughout his performing career, often  in unmitigated  isolation. He offers the same 
homage to the works of Busoni. This is evident in his selection by the Société Paderewski to perform 
















1931)  in  Moscow,  as  later  was  Vladimir  Horowitz  (1903–1989)  in  Kiev,80  Stevenson  claims  that 
Paderewski had a greater influence upon him than Elinson did. In recollecting why the influence of 
Paderewski  has  been  so  enduring,  he  contends:  ‘My  first  love  in  recordings  of  pianists  was 
Paderewski; and I am constant to that love. The first and last tenet of pianistic faith must be belief in 
beautiful  tone.  Paderewski  had  that  more  than  anybody,  whatever  criticisms  may  be  leveled  at 
him’.81  Currently,  Paderewski  is  the  focus  of  considerable  criticism  because  his  playing  had, 
according to Hamilton, an ‘astonishing amount of arpeggiation and asynchronization’.82 Commenting 
on  the  asynchronization  in  particular—where  the  left  and  right‐hand  are,  by  design,  not  always 
played  together  to  emulate  a  ‘singing  tone’—Stevenson  shrewdly  highlights  the  modern 
misunderstanding  of  the  practice  in  academia.  He  notes  that  ‘Percy  Scholes  (1877–1958),  the 




his  use  of  arpeggiation  and  asynchronization  varies  throughout  his  recorded  material,  it  is 
omnipresent in every instance of a recording of his own work (see Table 1): 













































































































































































































































                                                
84 1. ‘Willie’s gane to Melville Castle’      2. ‘Weaving song’                 3. ‘Skye Soat Song’ 







Stevenson’s  views  align  with  those  of  Sigismond  Thalberg  (1812–1871)  regarding 
arpeggiation  and  asynchronization.  Thalberg  discusses  the  associated  problems  at  length  in  the 
preface to his L'Art du Chant appliqué au Piano, Op. 70 (1853–64). Thalberg’s significant Op. 70 is a 
relatively  forgotten  volume  of  twenty‐two  études, which  envelops  the  art  of bel  canto  pianism.85 
Thalberg sees the practice of asynchronization as a serious art in itself that must never become too 
explicit,  nor  exaggerated  in  execution. He  cautions  against  it,  as  it  can  all  too  easily  descend  into 
distastefulness: 
Avoid  absolutely  that  ridiculous  and  tasteless  manner,  playing  the  melody  notes  at  an 
exaggeratedly long interval after those of the accompaniment, and thus from the beginning 
to  the end of  the piece giving  the  impression of a continuous syncopation. With a melody 
that moves  along  in  slow  tempo  and  in  notes  of  a  longer  duration,  it  is  certainly  of  good 
effect, particularly at  the beginning of each bar or at  the beginning of each  section of  the 




Figure  4. An  Excerpt  from  Chopin’s Nocturne  in  C minor  Op.  48,  No.  1  (1841),  with  an  Analysis  of 
Stylistic  Idiosyncrasies  in  Stevenson’s  Pianism.  (Leipzig:  Breitkopf & Härtel,  1923),  AIR‐CD‐9043,  #3, 
0:00‐0:23, bars 1‐5.  
 










(as  shown  in  Figure  4,  AIR‐CD‐9043,  track  #3,  0:00‐0:23,  bars  1‐5),  his  arpeggiation  is  extremely 
understated (Figure 4, highlighted in green). This explains one of his favourite markings, pochissimo 
arpeggiato,  which  has  been  added  in  this  instance,  as  it  most  succinctly  defines  this  subtle 
component of his pianism.87 His displacement and asynchronization (Figure 4, highlighted in red)  is 
clear.  Even  more  subtle,  however,  is  his  cleverly  understated  rubato  that  is  nearly  always  self‐
contained within each individual bar, yet in time with the overall pulse (highlighted in blue in Figure 
4). 
    All  of  these  components  clearly  demonstrate  salient  traces  of  aspects  of  pianism  from  a 
bygone  era.  Peres  Da  Costa  (b.  1964)  defines  the  latter  as  ‘metric  rubato’  and  distinguishes  that 
most, if not all, of these collective facets of pianism could be considered to be at least one hundred 
years out of date:  
Metric  rubato  is  a  term  I  have  coined  to describe  the old bel  canto  type of  tempo  rubato 
commonly described as the rhythmic alteration of melody notes while essentially preserving 
the  metric  regularity  of  the  accompaniment.  This  expressive  device  and  other  forms  of 
rhythmic alteration continued to be used in piano playing around the turn of the twentieth 
century.  Early  recordings  reveal  that  many  pianists,  in  some  cases  entirely  contrary  to 
twenty‐first century conventions, displace single melody notes or multiple adjacent melody 
notes  within  a  bar  by  lengthening  or  shortening  them.  In  some  cases  larger  scale 
displacement occurs from one bar to the next.88  
 
    Taylor  astutely  observes  that  the  emulation  and  assimilation  of  rudiments  of  this  late 
nineteenth‐century  style  of  pianism—adopted  by  Stevenson,  particularly  from  Paderewski—are 
incongruous to the modern age: 








be  anachronistic,  even  obscurantist.  Ronald  has  thoroughly  assimilated  the  salient 
characteristics of Paderewski’s playing—his histrionic use of timing and gesture, the rolling 
of chords, ‘breaking’ between the hands so that the bass is heard before the treble and the 
aristocratic  ‘posato’  is  coupled  with  extensive  use  of  the  una  corda  pedal  in  cantabile 
passages.  This  is  not  only  evident  from  his  performances  of  the  Polish  master’s  own 
compositions, but also from his declamatory approach to such works as the Ballade No. 1 in 







should  be  an  inspiration  for  today's  students’.92  Above  all,  Stevenson  speaks  of  being  highly 
influenced  by  ‘the  lyricism  of  Cortot,’93  and  often  performs  Cortot’s  solo  adaptation  of  Johann 
Sebastian Bach’s Harpsichord Concerto No. 5  in F minor, BWV 1056 (c. 1738,  trans. Cortot c. 1937). 
David Hackbridge  Johnson  recollects  a  performance by  Stevenson of  Cortot’s  transcription of  BWV 





even  attainable?  In  his  preface  to  L'Art  du  Nouveau  du  Chant  appliqué  au  Piano  (1975–1988), 














To Thalberg’s preface  I  add a  further  comment. He wrote  ‘for  simple  tender melodies  the 
keyboard should be kneaded, as it where, with a boneless hand and finger of velvet: the keys 








not  horizontal  (δ°)  and  is  inclined  towards  the  fall  of  the  instrument.  Furthermore,  the  keys 



















This  approach  is  similar  to  that  of  Vladimir  Horowitz  (1903‐1989),  who  saw  the  principal 
challenge of the pianist as being able to make  ‘a percussive  instrument a singing  instrument’.98 He 
advocated Stevenson’s concept of ‘singing with the fingers:’ 
Teachers  should  stress  this  aspect  in  their  instruction, but  it  seems  that  very  few of  them 






Whilst,  unhappily,  ‘touch’  is  seldom  used  in  reference  to  pianists  in  academic  circles; 
however, Stevenson frequently contends that the original Italian word for keyboard tastiera, has its 





hit  it  with  a  finger,  right  pedal  engaged.  Hear  the  percussive  noise,  like  sonal  fog! When 
there  is no extraneous sound,  the  tone  is pure. My teacher  the  late  Iso Elinson  taught me 
that. His teacher in Moscow was Blumenfeld, who also taught Horowitz. In filmed recitals of 






















from Busoni's  ‘Doktor  Faust’  (11 March,  1969).  A  lukewarm Max Harrison  (Musical  Times, 
May  1969)  thought  his  twentieth‐century  repertoire  'more  sharply  characterised'  than  his 
classical,  but  'remained  unconvinced  about  the  unusual  range  of  tone  colour  it  is  claimed 
that Stevenson commands’. My own abiding memory of the occasion was a performance of 





However,  whilst  certainly  not  the  predilection  of  everyone,  his  rich  tone  and  use  of 








of  them:  he  believes  that  those  very  aspects  of  Paderewski’s  art  which  modern  pianism 
rejects  are part  and parcel  of  the  lost  tradition of nineteenth‐century piano‐playing which 
the musicologists have yet to rediscover.105 
 




















The  further  back we  go,  the  freer  is  the  performance:  in  rubato;  in  the  liberal  use  of  the 
arpeggio;  in  the  quasi‐improvisational  independence  of  the  two  hands  from  a  rigid 
synchronization.  Indeed,  these  historic  interpretations  have  a  plasticity  which  has  all  but 
disappeared from music‐making today. All the points just listed are considered by academic 




this may  reflect  the way music  is  listened  to,  especially  in our  gargantuan,  acoustically  optimized, 
modern  performing  spaces  that  could  not  have  been  imagined  by  the  designers  of  the  original 
instruments.  Hackbridge  Johnson  postulates  that  the  production  of  a  ‘singing’  tone  on  period‐
instruments was ‘easier to cultivate on pianos built during that period’,107 with smaller venues that 
allowed  pianists  to  adopt  a more  intimate  ‘singing’  approach  to  the  piano.108  He  draws  a  parallel 
between  period  performances  and  jazz,  with  the  modern  piano  being  purposefully  ‘bright  and 
percussive’ merely to fill the huge auditoriums, as opposed to the smaller intimacy of the modestly 
sized  jazz  club.  She  claims,  ‘examples  of  the  shift  from  melodically  conceived  piano  playing  to 
percussive playing can also be seen  in  jazz;  there  is a stark contrast between the rich sonorities of 
Fats Waller  or  the  velvety  tone  of  Art  Tatum  and  the  aggressive  pounding  that  passes  for  much 










entire  body  as  anything  else.  The  current  author,  having  worked  with  Stevenson  on  a  variety  of 
repertoire for over two decades, can confirm that he places great importance on posture and what 




whole  body  free  and  supple.  Motions  should  be  as  carefully  studied  as  other  technical 
points.  It  is  true he often made  large movements of arm, but they are all  thought out and 




This  economy  of  movement  has  integrated  itself  into  Stevenson’s  pianism.  Taylor  sees  it  as  an 
essential part of the Lisztian tradition: 
He  is  fundamentally  the  sort  of  pianist  who  could  play  all  his  passagework  with  a  coin 
balanced on  the back of  the hand, as  some  teachers of  the  ‘old  school’ used  to advocate. 
The  lack of  ‘break’  at  the wrist  arises because Ronald  subtends a  ‘one‐piece’  arm with no 
acute angle or  ‘break’ at  the elbow. He also uses the arm in one piece for massive chords, 
rotary  movements  and  shaking  octaves  ‘out  of  his  sleeve’  in  the  time‐honoured  Lisztian 
manner.112  
 
Taylor’s  theory  can  be  validated  by  evidence.  Identification  of  this  trait  of  Stevenson’s 
pianism  as  being  a  part  of  the  Lisztian  tradition  can  tangibly  be  proven  to  be  accurate.  In  an 
interview  with  musicologist  Joseph  Horowitz  (b.  1948)  in  the  early  nineteen‐eighties,  the  elderly 
Claudio  Arrau  (1903–1991)  used  the  superb  metaphor  of  a  singing  tone  being  produced  by 
envisaging the entire arm including forearm, wrist and fingers as a single entity: ‘becoming a sort of 















the  body.  You have  to  develop  a  feeling  for  the  arm as  a  unity,  not  divided  into 






to  Thalberg’s  philosophy  in  L'Art  du  Nouveau  du  Chant  appliqué  au  Piano,  Op.  70,  to  ‘cultivate 
freedom from stiffness in the forearm, wrist, etc.’115 (as discussed above), this approach reveals that 







In  1992,  Stevenson  released an album, poetically  entitled Cathedrals  in  Sound  (AIR‐CD‐9043).  This 








































06  ––––,   ...: ‘Fantasia and Fugue’   08:17 






































A  further  aspect  of  the  late‐romantic  style  adopted  by  Stevenson—heard  in  early 
gramophone performances and piano rolls of pianists from the twilight of the romantic age—is his 
attention  to  internal  melodies  in  a  given  texture,  magisterially  summoned  to  the  forefront  in 
performance.  This  is  particularly  evident  in  his  insightful  reading  of  Chopin’s  masterpiece  in 
miniature—his  thirteen  bar  Prelude  in  C  Minor,  Op.  28,  No.  18  (AIR‐CD‐9043,  #2,  0:00‐1:25).117 
Stevenson pursues the primary melodic line (as shown in Figure 6, highlighted in red, bars 1‐8, 0:00‐
0:35)  for  the  first  eight  bars.  At  the  recurrence  of  the  ‘B’  section  from  bars  nine  to  eleven,  he 
surprisingly  summons  forth  an  ‘inner  voice’  that  is  not marked  by  Chopin  (as  shown  in  Figure  6, 
highlighted in blue, 0:36‐1:09), but which is nonetheless musically absorbing.  
However,  one  must  be  prudent  in  giving  unnecessary  prominence  to  inconsequential 
melodies  when  that  prominence  is  not  artistically  merited.  Arrau  once  acerbically  said  that  both 
Józef  Hofmann  (1876–1957)  and  his  pupil,  Shura  Cherkassky  (1909–1995)  would  bring  out  inner 
voices purely to startle, with little justifiable artistic worth: 
You  know,  Hofmann  and  his  pupil  Shura  Cherkassky,  and  others—at  a  certain 
moment they discovered inner voices. As if nobody had ever noticed them before . 
.  .  .  I  always  got  so angry when  I  heard Hofmann or  Shura bringing out  so‐called 
inner voices  that didn’t have much  importance.  I  thought, why are  they doing  it? 
Just to amaze. Just to attract attention.118 
 
In  the  instance  of  Stevenson’s  recording  of Prelude  in  C Minor, Op.  28, No.  18, whilst  the 
composer did not stipulate the accentuation of this particular voice, it is still sound musical judgment 
to do  so. Otherwise,  the  same  line of music would be performed unerringly  the  same way,  twice. 
This  adds  both  interest  and  variety.  Hopefully,  most  composers  would  leave  a  range  of  possible 








interpretational  outcomes  to  the  judgment  of  the  individual  performer.  Coincidentally,  Arrau’s 
recording of the Prelude in C Minor Op. 28, No. 18 from the Concertgebouw  in April 1973119 brings 
out the identical inner voice (0:38‐1:12), perhaps exhibiting a distant genealogical link to Stevenson, 
as  they  are  both  arguably  from  a  similar  pianistic  ‘stable’.  Nonetheless,  Stevenson  is  even  more 









the more  closely  it  clings  to  the  signs….What  the  composer’s  inspiration  necessarily  loses 
through  notation,  his  interpreter  should  restore  by  his  own.  To  the  lawgivers,  the  signs 
themselves are the most important matter, and are continually growing in their estimation; 
the  new  art  of  music  is  derived  from  the  old  signs  and  these  now  stand  for  musical  art 
itself.120 
 
    Busoni’s  brusque  remarks  concerning  the  ‘lawgivers’  of  the  early  twentieth  century  are 
synonymous  with  those  whom  Stevenson  often  dismissively  refers  to  as  ‘the  urtext  crowd’—a 
phrase ‘on‐loan’ from his friend and colleague, the great Cuban pianist, Jorge Bolet (1914–1990).121 
Peres Da  Costa  (b.1964),  similarly  observes  that  if  the  urtext  is  followed ad  absurdum, whilst  the 
‘notes and rests are meticulously accurate…the performance is completely neutral’.122 In Stevenson’s 
case,  Taylor  notes  that  he  could  never  be  accused of  overly  restrained  good  taste  or  exalting  the 
letter of the urtext to the expense of the music:  














Mozart  KV  397, which  had  a  real  ring  of  truth—not  simply  ‘with  ornamentation,’  but with 
subtle melodic, rhythmic and even harmonic alterations such as Mozart himself might have 




Stevenson  is  certainly  aware  of  the  dichotomy  in  maintaining  equilibrium  between 
‘observing  the  letter’ and having  the artistic  intuition  to  ‘read between  the  lines’.  This  is nowhere 
more apparent than in the following:  




free  time  (rubato)  and  welcome  creative  deviations  from  the  text  which  make  a 
performance approach the improvisational atmosphere of all true music‐making. 124 
 
    Stevenson  advises  the  pianist  who  ‘just  plays  the  notes’  to  resist  his magnum  opus,  the 




the  ‘bureaucratic’  type  of  pianist who  plays  the  notes  and  nothing  else.  I  know  there  are 
passages  in  the  work,  coming  after,  say,  half  an  hour’s  taxing  performance,  which  would 
prove problematic  for any pianist  in  the world.  In  this way,  the work  is a  challenge  to  the 
performer. It is also a challenge to the listener. 125 
 
Nevertheless,  whilst  a  large  amount  of  artistic  lack  of  restriction  is  all  well  and  good  in  his  own 
composition, how can he justify modifying the work of others that he performs in recital? To explore 
this  issue further,  it  is essential to  look at some previously unpublished examples  in his own hand. 

















Figure  8.  An  Excerpt  from  Ronald  Stevenson’s  ‘re‐writing’  (unpublished,  dated  1989)  of  KIV  B  45, 
transcribed Ferruccio Busoni (1893) of Johann Sebastian Bach’s (1685‐1750) Chaconne in D Minor for 
Solo Violin, BWV 1004 (composed c. 1717–1723), AIR‐CD‐9043, #12, 2:19‐2:28, bars 41‐46. 








in  Figure  7,  bars  41‐46)  with  Stevenson’s  ‘re‐writing’  for  his  own  ‘performing  copy’  (as  shown  in 
Figure 8, bars 41‐46) (AIR‐CD‐9043, #12, 2:19‐2:28), there is no ‘audible’ deviation whatsoever. This 
particular passage  is a notoriously  treacherous  stretch of pianistic water  to  traverse  safely, as  it  is 
very  easy  to  capsize  whilst  negotiating  the  rapid  octave  passagework  in  the  left‐hand,  marked 
leggierio  ma  marcato.  To  make  matters  even  worse,  it  has  the  dynamic  marking  piano,  which 
requires considerable pianistic control to navigate.  
Stevenson’s  revision  shows  the  significance  he  places  on  fingering,  which  makes  his 
figuration  genuinely  innovative,  especially  with  the  original  left‐hand  octaves  at  times  being 
swapped  between  the  two  hands.  It  also  includes  additional  ‘fingering  ossias’  to  take  into 




most  composer‐pianists  of  the  past,  including  Franz  Liszt,127  Ferruccio  Busoni,128  and  Percy 
Grainger,129 among others.  
As an allusion to the virtuoso violin acrobatics of Bach’s original writing, Stevenson resorts to 
a  much‐loved  ‘Busoni  fingering,’130  where  all  five  fingers  are  engaged  with  alacrity  in  rapid 
                                                
127 Hamilton, After the Golden Age, 22. Hamilton footnotes: Adrian Williams, Portrait of Liszt: by 
Himself and his Contemporaries’ (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1990, 135): 
‘His  [Franz  Liszt’s] performance  commenced with Handel’s  Fugue No. 4  in E Minor,  HWV.429, which 
was  played  by  Liszt  with  an  avoidance  of  everything  approaching  to  meretricious  ornament,  and 




















at  bars  110‐115  (AIR‐CD‐9043,  #12,  5:34‐5:48).  If  one  compares  Busoni’s  original  transcription 





(1685‐1750)  Chaconne  in  D  minor  for  Solo  Violin,  BWV  1004  (Composed  c.  1717–1723)  (Leipzig: 
Breitkopf & Härtel), bars 110‐113. 
 





This  is  essentially  accomplished  by  adding  a  supplementary  ‘third’  hand  or  part,  which  is 
pianistically  achievable  with  two  hands.  At  an  initial  glance,  the  principal  part  appears  to  be  the 
highest  on  the  manuscript  page,  because  of  Stevenson  separating  the  ‘three  hands’  for  ease  of 
reading.  In  fact,  this  is  the  middle  voice,  as  the  pyrotechnics  of  the  right  hand  are  continuously 






Figure 11. An Excerpt  from Ronald Stevenson’s  reworking of Ferruccio Busoni’s  transcription  (1893) 







Whilst  Stevenson’s  treatment of  the Bach‐Busoni Chaconne  in D minor BWV 1004 could be 
seen  as  a  ‘transcription of  a  transcription,’132  a more  accurate description might  be  a  ‘performing 
edition’.  Stevenson  demonstrates  parallels  with  Percy  Grainger:  performing  editions  were  the 
foundation  of  Grainger’s  early  reputation.  His  most  celebrated  modification  is  to  Edvard  Grieg’s 
Piano Concerto  in A Minor Op. 16 (1868).133 Grainger’s editions—like Stevenson’s reworking of  the 
Bach‐Busoni Chaconne—provide  ‘detailed notes on pedalling,  fingering and  tone production,’134  in 
particular, extensive use of the sostenuto pedal. Glenn Riddle recounts that Grieg not only approved 
of Grainger’s  additions but also actually worked on Piano Concerto  in A Minor Op. 16  (1868) with 
him: ‘The two worked together on the Piano Concerto in A Minor Op. 16 in the summer of 1907, with 
the  intention  of  undertaking  a  European  tour,  with  Grieg  conducting,  Grainger  as  soloist. 
Unfortunately, Grieg, already in ill‐health, died shortly thereafter’.135  
    Stevenson’s  desire  to  create  performing  editions  of  his  own  was  inspired  by  Busoni’s 
Breitkopf & Härtel performing editions of Johann Sebastian Bach and Franz Liszt, amongst others, as 
well  as Grainger’s  pioneering work  for G.  Schirmer,  Inc. and Edition Peters.136  As  discussed  above, 
Sorabji  dedicated Villa  Tasca, Mezzogiorno  Siciliano  .  .  .  . KSS100  (1979–1980)  to  Stevenson,  as he 
was  so  overwhelmed  by  Stevenson’s  performing  edition  of  the  Fantasiettina  sul  nome  illustre 
dell'egregio  poeta  Christopher  Grieve  ossia  Hugh M'Diarmid  (1961,  performing  edition,  Stevenson 
















1987)—the  first  piece  of  Sorabji’s  published  in  half  a  century.137  Stevenson’s  list  of  performing 
editions  of  the  works  of  others  is  wide‐ranging.138  It  includes  works  by  composers  as  diverse  as 
Eugène  d'Albert  (1864–1932),  Havergal  Brian  (1876–1972),  and William  (Brocklesby) Wordsworth 
(1908–1988), among others (see Table 3). 
    However,  one must  take  into  account  that  performing  editions  are  predominantly  edited 
and prepared by a concert practitioner,  rather  than a composer. For example,  the complete piano 
sonatas  of  Beethoven  have  been  edited  by  both  Artur  Schnabel  (1882–1951)—for  the  Alfred 
Masterwork  Edition—and  Claudio  Arrau—for  the  Peters  Urtext  Edition.  Similarly,  more  recently, 
Peter  Donohoe  (b.  1953)  edited  the  complete  solo  piano music  of  Rachmaninoff  for Boosey  and 
Hawkes with  ‘introductions  and  additional  performance notes,’  in  the  early  1990’s.139  It  therefore 
seems  logical  to assume  that  Stevenson’s  skills  as  a pianist—with an  inside working knowledge of 
the repertoire—were the predominant driving force behind such ventures.  
 







































































141  Commissioned  by  Musica  Nova  (1976)  First  performance:  Ronald  Stevenson;  Scottish  National 
Orchestra. 
The Young Person’s Grainger is an album containing: (i) Country Gardens (Simplified edition by Percy 
Grainger),  (ii)  Shepherd’s  Hey  (Simplified  edition  by  Percy  Grainger),  (iii) Molly  on  the  Shore  (Abridged  by 
Ronald Stevenson), (iv) Mock Morris (Easy arrangement by Ronald Stevenson), (v) Beautiful Fresh Flower (Easy 
arrangement by Ronald  Stevenson),  (vi) Australian Up‐Country  Song  (Edited by Ronald  Stevenson),  (vii)  Irish 
Tune  from  Country  Derry  (Edited  by  Ronald  Stevenson),  (viii) Walking  Tune  (Easy  arrangement  by  Ronald 





















pass  through  a  ‘no‐man’s  land,’  on  the  disputed  borders  of  edition  and  transcription.  As  an 
experienced pedagogue of  students of all  ages and abilities,  Stevenson was  in an  ideal position  to 
create  editions  of  the  music  of  others  for  a  wide  variety  of  pianistic  standards.  This  revolved 
principally  around  those  with  smaller  hands,  in  particular,  children.  Riddle  notes  that  Grainger 
occasionally  provides  ossias  for  smaller  hands.142  Stevenson  was  asked  by  Grainger’s  widow,  Ella  
(née Ström, 1889–1979), ‘to compile a volume of Percy’s works for children’. That work resulted in 
The Young Pianist’s Grainger  (1967). These vary among between  ‘arrangement,’  ‘abridgment,’ and 
‘simplified edition’. 




lifeblood  of  the  composer‐pianist.  In  Stevenson’s  case,  the  illustrations  discussed  positively  verify 
David  Murray’s  comment  that  a  composer‐pianist  ‘can  try  things  on  that  non‐pianist  composers 
wouldn't  dare,  nor  could  imagine.’143  In  summary,  the  rationalization  of  the  composer‐pianist 
undertaking such practices  in  the  first  instance  is  to re‐contextualize and re‐affirm the true urtext: 
the composer’s original intention.  
 








 The  sostenuto pedal was  invented  in  1844 by  Jean Louis Boisselot.144 As  a  performing  pianist, 
Stevenson is so attuned to using the sostenuto pedal in the works of others that he will instinctively 
utilize its possibilities in works that often predate its invention. In Cathedrals in Sound (AIR‐CD‐9043, 
1992),  the  sostenuto  pedal  is  employed  in  Frédéric  Chopin’s Nocturne  in  C  minor  Op.  48,  No.  1 
(1841),  Claude  Debussy’s  La  Cathédrale  Engloutie  (1910)  and  the  Busoni  transcription  of  Bach’s 
Chaconne in D minor for Solo Violin, BWV 1004 (1893). Whilst there are no indications for the use of 
the  sostenuto  pedal  in  all  three  instances,  we  can  be  certain  that  Busoni  would  have  approved. 




use his  normal  approach  to  pedalling, we hear  little  of  his  subtleties  in  that  regard,  especially  his 





tonal  colour  than  the  sustaining  pedal  that  Stevenson  employs  halfway  through  bar  five,  in  the 
normal  fashion.  This works  because  of  selected  dampers  being  raised with  the  Ped  III,  producing 
much less sympathetic vibration than with the sustaining pedal—that raises all of the dampers. The 































deployment  is maintained for an astonishing page and a half of music.  If one  inspects the score  in 
detail (see Figure 13, AIR CD 9043, #12, 8:07‐8:59), Busoni is demanding the pianistically impossible: 
he wishes for there to be two diametrically divergent textures—staccato and  legato—necessitating 




illuminating and expounding on Ferruccio Busoni’s original ambition. The  term  ‘original’  can safely 
be  used  here,  as  this  is  unquestionably  the  technique  Busoni  must  have  employed  in  his  own 











disregarding  the  concert  platform. He has managed  to preserve  a  successful  reputation both  as  a 












pianist  and  as  a  composer  throughout  his  long  career.  As  with  most  composer‐pianists,  he  was 
regularly  requested  to  perform  his  own  piano  works.  The  Ronald  Stevenson  Society  (founded 
Edinburgh, 1995) lists some of his most significant career highlights as a composer‐pianist in specific 
reference to his own music: 
Première  landmarks  as  a  composer‐pianist  have  included:  his  Passacaglia  on  DSCH,  Cape 
Town (1963), the song cycle Border Boyhood with Peter Pears, Aldeburgh (1971), the Piano 



































Consider  some  of  the  requirements:  uninterrupted  concentration  for  one‐and‐a‐quarter 
hours; an enormous dynamic range; the ability to control gradations of tone over very long 
spans, without which  the  interpretation  can never match  the  size of  the work;  a  sense of 
climax, together with the rare quality of a feeling for narrative; an orchestral range of tone 
colour. Above all, the performer must have the breadth of culture and emotional response 
to  encompass  a myriad of  styles—from Schubertian  charm  to  Shostakovichian  irony,  from 
polonaise  to  pibroch,  from  coolly  classical  to wildly  romantic,  the  list  is  endless.  He must 
create  a  whole  world,  ‘without  the  benefit  of Mahler’s  orchestra.  Those  of  us  who  have 
heard  this  world  warmed  into  life  by  Ronald’s  incandescent  playing  can  never  have  any 
doubts about his pianistic stature—he is a giant’.154  
 
Whilst  collating a  substantial portion of  the academic writing of Stevenson  for  the volume 
Song in Gold Pavilions: Ronald Stevenson on Music, Chris Walton inspects in detail the extraordinary 
nature  of  his  performing  sympathies.  He  highlights  that  his  scholastic  interests  relate  directly  to 
those who have influenced him as both performers and composers: 
The  topics  to which  Stevenson  turns  his  attention  as  a  writer  have  a  close  correlation  to 
those that have inspired him as composer and performer. No one who has heard him, either 
live  or  recorded,  could  deny  that  he  was  a  pianist  of  the  first  order  (the  past  tense  is 
appropriate merely because he has since retired from the podium).155 But while others have 
been  content  to  travel  the  world  performing  the  great  workhorses  of  the  repertoire, 
Stevenson  has  devoted  his  prime  energies  instead  to  the  zebras,  giraffes  and  Shetland 
ponies. No standard renderings of Beethoven‐Liszt‐Brahms for him. Instead, he has invested 
his  energies  in  promoting  the work  of  Ferruccio  Busoni,  Alan  Bush,  Percy  Grainger,  Ignaz 
Paderewski,  Edvard Grieg, Charles‐Valentin Alkan, Henry Purcell,  Carl Nielsen,  Scott  Joplin, 
Kaikhosru  Sorabji,  Czesław Marek, Herman  Sandby  and  Sparre Olsen  and others—with,  of 
course,  the  occasional  Mozart,  Bach  and  Schubert  added  for  balance.  Several  once‐lost 



























is much  to  be  learned  about  Stevenson  and  his  work  from  the  extraordinary  events  surrounding 
Stevenson’s performances.162 His combined skills as a composer‐pianist so impressed Sorabji that he 
(Sorabbji)  eventually  relinquished  his  ban  on  all  public  performances  of  his  own  music—a  ban 
upheld for over forty years.  
It  is  well‐documented  that  Sorabji  was  an  infamously  reticent  and,  at  times,  ‘obstinate 
person’163—often humorously nicknamed the ‘Howard Hughes of Classical Music’. Whilst Sorabji and 



























Stevenson  sat  down  and  played  the  F‐sharp  Impromptu  of  Chopin.  K’  [Kaikhosru  Shapurji 
Sorabji] was in mid‐conversation with me and the technician was asking questions, then . . . 
suddenly K interrupted the middle of these two conversations, grabbed my sleeve and said, 
‘My God!  Isn’t  he  a wonderful  pianist!’  He was  very  taken with  Stevenson’s  playing.  So  it 
started off on that footing and Stevenson got into his ease very easily’.167  
 
    Sorabji upheld his performance ban  for many years—despite  repeated appeals  from many 
distinguished pianists, including John Ogdon (1937–1989) of whom Sorabji reputedly jibed, ‘He’s too 
fat  to  play  the  piano!’168  Nonetheless,  Stevenson  remained  undeterred  and  encouraged  as  many 
                                                                                                                                                  
‘TO THOSE WHOM  IT MAY CONCERN,  IF ANY, AND OTHERS WHO MIND ANYBODY’S BUSINESS BUT 
THEIR OWN’ [Sorabji’s block typeface].  ‘Dates and places of birth relating to myself given  in various 
works  of  reference  are  invariably  false…certain  lexographical  canaille,  one  egregious  and  notorious 
specimen particularly,  enraged at my  complete  success  in  defeating  and  frustrating  their  impudent 
impertinent and presumptuous nosings and pryings  into what doesn’t concern  them, and actuated, 
no doubt, by the mean malice of the base‐born for their betters, have thought, as they would say, to 


















pianists as he could  to explore Sorabji’s work. On 1 December 1959, Stevenson arranged  for  John 
Ogdon—then  only  twenty‐two  years  old—to  give  a  private  reading  of  Sorabji’s  most  famous 
composition, the gargantuan Opus Clavicembalisticum, KSS50 (1930), published J. Curwen and Sons 
Ltd,  1931.  That  piece  has  an  astounding  running  time  of  approximately  285  minutes.169  This 
performance was  at  Stevenson’s  home,  Townfoot House  in West  Linton. Not  only was  it  the  first 
performance  since  1936,  but  it  was  also  the  only  occasion  when  the  work’s  dedicatee,  Hugh 









Later  he  even  dedicated  a  significant  work  of  approximately  fifty‐two  minutes’  duration  to 




















 Stevenson’s performances of  the Fantasiettina  (Table 4) consist of  twelve performances, a 
commercial recording,173 two broadcasts, in six countries, on three continents.  






which  is  recounted  in  detail  by  Adrian  Corleonis,  who  narrates  how  Stevenson  performing  Sorabji’s  work 
eventuated, as a result of Stevenson making a performing edition of Sorabji’s  ‘Fantasiettina sul nome illustre 
dell'egregio poeta Christopher Grieve ossia Hugh M'Diarmid’—Tiny Little Fantasy on the Illustrious Name of the 
Distinguished  Poet  Christopher  Grieve,  i.e.  Hugh  MacDiarmid’  (1961):  ‘The  manuscript  of  Sorabji’s 
‘Fantasiettina  sul  nome  illustre  dell'egregio  poeta  Christopher  Grieve  ossia  Hugh  M'Diarmid’—Tiny  Little 
Fantasy  on  the  Illustrious Name of  the Distinguished  Poet  Christopher Grieve,  i.e.  Hugh MacDiarmid’  (1961) 
was loaned to Stevenson in August 1962, from which he made a copy.  
After  its return to Sorabji  it disappeared and Stevenson's copy became the only source extant, from 
which,  in  1987  Bardic  Edition  published  the  work  as  a  ‘Performing  Edition  by  Ronald  Stevenson’  with 
Stevenson's exercises for mastering some of its steeper demands. Though playing but three minutes, the four 
pages of published score contain the typical Sorabjian hurdles of five‐ and six‐voiced chords, scorrevole runs in 














































composer‐pianist whose work  he  has  championed  for  over  two  and  half  decades.  On  a  larger scale, Ateş Orga notes that if one inspects a publicity brochure from the mid‐1960s for ‘Ronald 
Stevenson:  Pianist,’  the  breadth  of  repertoire  on  offer  at  the  time  was  as  unquestionably  as voluminous as it was diverse:174 Nine mainstream concertos, eight in minor keys, by Bach (D minor), Mozart (D minor), Beethoven,  Mendelssohn,  Schumann,  Chopin  (E  minor),  Liszt  (No.  1),  Grieg  and Paderewski. A cross‐section of 'modern works' for piano and orchestra by Busoni, Vlad, Tagliapietra, Bartók (No. 3) and Szymanowski, together with his own Faust Triptych. The complete Bach '48' and Chopin studies. A selection of Beethoven sonatas. New works by Soviet,  British,  America,  Israeli,  Polish  and  Scandinavian  composers.  Music  by Schoenberg,  Gershwin,  Busoni  and  Grainger.  And  four  lecture‐recitals  ‐  on  Busoni, Grainger, 'Modern Music' and 'The Contemporary Composer and Folk Music.’ 175  










The  inclusion  of  the  complete  Das  Wohltemperierte  Klavier,  both  volumes  of  Chopin 
Études as well as the monolithic Busoni Piano Concerto in C major, is an extraordinary repertoire, by 
anyone’s  standard,  especially  considering  that  Stevenson would  still  have his  own  colossal  eighty‐





The  memorization  of  the  complete  Das  Wohltemperierte  Klavier  BWV  846–893  would  have  been 






























Well  into the twentieth century pianists would regularly  include their own compositions  in 
their programs—Paderewski’s Sonata in E♭ Minor or Minuet [Josef] Hofmann’s (1876–1957) 




In  Stevenson’s  recital,  he  incorporated  Henry  Purcell’s  Suite  in  G  Major,  Z.660  (date  unknown, 
published  1696),  as  well  as  two  of  his  own  Three  Grounds  on  Henry  Purcell  (1955–58),  and  his 
Queen’s Dolour Z.670 (date unknown, trans. Stevenson 1959),181 all of which blur the line between 
transcription and recomposition (discussed at length in chapter 3.6). Intriguingly, the transcriptions 












Early Music  Festival  (1925),  a  festival  that  still  occurs  annually  in Haslemere  in  Surrey,  England.182 
Stevenson  was  so  enamored  with  his  spinet  that  on  his  month‐long  sea‐voyage  to  South  Africa 
(1963), he journeyed with his instrument as hand luggage:  
My  luggage  included a  small  spinet, which was  actually  a miniature harpsichord, made by 
Dolmetsch  and  decorated,  most  beautifully,  by  the  original  Dolmetsch’s  widow,  Mable 
Dolmetsch  (1874–1963).183  I  was  intrigued  by  it,  because  Busoni184  had  got  Dolmetsch  to 
make him a harpsichord.185 
 
The  repeat  of  the  Mozart  D  Minor  Fantasy,  KV  397  (1782)  either  side  of  the  interval  is 
fascinating.  Even  in  contemporary  times,  whilst  there  are  many  superb  ‘early‐keyboard’ 
practitioners,  it  is  hard  to  imagine  a  single  artist,  early  specialist,  or  otherwise  who  would 





from  his  grandfather,  although  he  grew  up  as  a  violin  player  and  studied with  [Henri]  Vieuxtemps 
[1820–1881] at the Brussels Conservatory [Het Koninklijk Conservatorium, founded 1813]. After falling 
in love with some seventeenth‐century British suites he began to wonder what the violin would have 
sounded  like  in  Bach's  day.  Encouraged  by  Sir  George  Grove  [1820–1900],  he  found  period 
instruments  and  repaired  them  in  order  to  recreate  the  sounds  of  the  past.  As  a  result  he  played 
music that no one had heard as originally intended for over one‐hundred‐and‐fifty years. He began to 

















contemplate  performing  the  same  work,  to  the  same  audience,  twice—on  a  period  instrument 
before  the  interval  and  the modern  concert  piano  in  immediate  succession.  Stevenson  seems  to 















Although  Stevenson’s  spinet performances  could hardly be  considered  truly  ‘authentic’  by  today’s 
standards,  he  is  nonetheless  demonstrating  a  sincere  responsiveness  to  informing  an  audience, 




about  60%  on modern  orchestras,  40%  period  orchestras.  If  you  want  to  buy  Beethoven 
piano sonatas,190 on the other hand, is 1% period‐pianos too high?191 















It  is  also  notable  that  Stevenson  embarks  and  brings  to  an  end  the  recital with  Purcell  as 
‘baroque‐bookends,’  has  the  Viennese  standards  as  the  innermost  episode,  with  the  Beethoven 
Sonata in F Sharp Major, Op. 78 (1809) and the two performances of the Mozart D Minor Fantasia, 
KV 397 (1782) straddling the interval. In the second‐half, the Three Chopin Écossaises Op. 72 (1826) 
are  followed  by  the  more  atypical  and  infrequently  heard  repertoire  of  Paderewski—the 
Cracovienne Fantastique Op. 14 No. 6  (1884), Chants du Voyageur Op. 8 No. 3  (1883), and  the 
Étude in B♭ minor Op. 3 (1901–03)—and then three of the Mazurkas Op. 50 (1926–31) by Karol 
Szymanowski  (1882–1937).  The  recital  is  concluded with  three  of  the Melodie  Ludlowe  (1945)  by 
Witold  Lutoslawski  (1913–1994),  a  selection  of Grieg’s  Slåtter  (1902–1903),  Grainger’s  diabolically 
virtuosic  Scotch  Strathspey  and  Reel  (1901–1911),  and  Stevenson’s  own  Simple  Variations  on 
Purcell’s ‘New Scotch Tune’ (1964, rev 1975).  
The  inclusion  of  the  Chants  du  Voyageur  Op.  8  No.  3  (1883)  is  perhaps  the  key  to 
understanding Stevenson’s programme design, as he wishes for his audience to embark on a journey 
of melody with him that spans the entire gamut of keyboard literature—from the Purcell Suite in G, 
Z.660,  to  contemporary  music  penned  by  his  own  hand.  Similarly,  the  journey  traverses  vast 
geographical  distances,  encompassing  folk‐inspired  idioms  and  regional  dance  variations  from 
Poland,  Scandinavia,  Central  Europe,  the  British  Isles,  and  even  Australia.  Colin  Scott‐Sutherland 
recounts  that after  Stevenson had completed  this musical  circumnavigation of  the globe and  they 
were  ‘alone  together  in  the  hall’  he  gave  a  ‘magisterial  performance’  of  Ferruccio  Busoni’s 
transcription  (KIV  B45,  1893)  of  Johann  Sebastian  Bach’s Chaconne  in D minor  for  Solo  Violin,  BWV 
1004 (composed c. 1717–1723).192 Perhaps above all, this acts as a testimony to Stevenson’s strong 











voyage, with  his  audience  as  traveling  companions,  even  after  they  have  already  disembarked  at 
journey’s end.  
2.6 Stevenson as Composer‐Performer: A Critical Appraisal 
Appraising  any  artist’s  performing  ability  in  the written word  is,  in many ways  ineffectual,  owing 




recital  programme  from  Stevenson’s  visit  to  Western  Australia  (1982),  evidently  housed  in  the 
concert  archive  of  the  State  Library  of Western  Australia.  However,  searching  for  the  catalogued 
item with  the  custodian  of  the  archives,  it  turned out  that  a  box, which  ought  to  have  contained 
several  hundred  items,  was  virtually  empty  and  the  contents  of  Stevenson’s  lecture  recital  have 
been lost: 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Society  has  regrettably  kept  no  records  either  and  Stevenson,  understandably,  cannot  recollect 
which pianists he was emulating, as it was such a long time in the past.195 One could guess that his 
list would almost certainly have  included Paderewski, Grainger, Godowsky, and   Busoni, but this  is 




the  use  of  arpeggiation  and  asynchronization,  bringing  it  out  of  the  shadows.  Pianistically,  he  has 
immersed himself in the principal currents of the piano repertoire from all continents—as well as its 
less  significant  tributaries—exploring  its  uncharted  backwaters  and  sources  far  more  than  most 
have.  
    On  a  personal  level,  Stevenson  is  always  good‐humored  company  and  could  never  be 
accused of  taking himself  too seriously. Taylor gives an account of Stevenson  ‘on a  less  rewarding 
                                                







author,  ‘I  found  the  appropriate  envelope,  which  was  supposed  to  contain  about  five‐hundred  items  from 
PR8065, but  found  it almost empty. The collection of ephemera has changed from cataloguing and  listing to 
just putting items in boxes in broad categories, so material relating to theatres is found in EPH/THE, but they 
were not supposed to place already catalogued material in it. However, I did find some of PR8065 in EPH/THE, 
but not  the  item you were  looking  for. The ephemera person has not been able to  find  it either and has no 
knowledge of why so many items are missing from this particular collection’. 








occasion’.  He  ‘had  just  discovered  the  delights  of  [Antonio]  Soler’s  (1729–1783)  Fandango  [in  D 
Major,  S.46  c.  1770]  that  he  insisted  on  sharing  with  his  audience  without  proper  preparation, 
punctuating  the  performance  with  shouts  of  ‘Olé!’  whenever  the  going  got  tough’.197  This  is  an 
undeniable throwback to the turn of the twentieth century, instantaneously redolent of the great—
though admittedly somewhat peculiar—Vladimir de Pachmann (1848–1933), who would often give a 
‘running  commentary’  whilst  performing,  earning  him  the  comical  epithet  ‘Chopinzee’.198  De 
Pachmann’s  idiosyncrasies,  eccentric  platform  manner,  and  questionable  skills  as  a  raconteur, 
nonetheless  veneered  a  remarkable  music  intellect.  Stevenson’s  shouts  of  ‘Olé’  underline  an 
unadulterated delight in communication, which is, after all, the primal aim of any performer. He also 
shares  a  comradeship  with  the  fellow  composer,  whether  it  be  Henry  Purcell,  Scott  Joplin,  or 
Herman Sandby (1881–1965).  
The  current  author,  having  had  the  privilege  to  hear  him  perform  for  over  twenty  years, 
notes  that despite his extraordinary gifts as a pianist,  it  is as much his  instantaneously observable 
humility that makes him so appealing to audiences of all shapes and sizes. Concerning the breadth 
and  scale  of  Stevenson’s  recital  programs,  Ateş  Orga  notes  that  he  has  always  made  ‘herculean 
demands on himself and expects no less from his  interpreters’.199 However,  it  logically follows that 
the greatest interpretation is fundamentally concerned with an artist sharing their own inner voice 
that  must,  above  all,  have  something  to  say.  In  this  respect,  as  a  composer‐performer  in  the 
transcendental  tradition of his great predecessors—who  in all probability date back  to  the earliest 
clavicembalists200— Stevenson is a visionary.  














undeviating  copy,  such  as  transfering  lute  tablature  to  modern  guitar  notation—whilst  an 
instrumental  ‘arrangement’  is  seen  incongruously  as more  resourceful,  imaginative  and  inventive. 
Conversely,  in  the  tradition  of  virtuoso  composer‐keyboard  players—such  as  Bach,  Mozart, 
Beethoven,  Liszt,  Alkan,  Busoni,  Godowsky,  and  Grainger—piano  transcription  has  paradoxically 
been viewed as ‘an encapsulation’ of the original work of art that is ‘varied’ in order to make it work 
idiomatically in a new instrumental medium. This approach is akin to translating the poetry of Rainer 
Maria  Rilke  (1875–1926)  from German  to  English,  or Molière  (aka.  Jean‐Baptiste  Poquelin  [1622–
1673]) from French into Russian—and still making it ‘work’ as poetry.  
    In  Jack  Hibberd’s  first  volume  of  poetry,  Le  Vin  Des  Amants  (1977),  which  consists  of 













An  imitator must  see  to  it  that what  he writes  is  similar,  but  not  the  very  same;  and  the 







arrangement  might  be  applied  to  any  piece  of  music  based  on  or  incorporating  pre‐existing 
material,’  or  the  ‘transference  of  a  composition  from  one medium  to  another  or  elaboration—or 
simplification—of a piece, with or without a change of medium’. The key sensibility is that ‘in either 
case, some degree of recomposition is usually involved’.203 Nevertheless, in a pianistic connotation, 
the  term  ‘piano  arrangement’  has  negative  implications,  frequently  seen  as  synonymous  with 
reduction—in  every  sense  of  the  word.  An  obvious  example  is  that  of  a  ‘piano  reduction’  (or 
arrangement) of the orchestral parts of an instrumental concerto or opera for pedagogical practices.  
    No  such  negativity  is  disguised  when  Marc‐André  Roberge  discusses  transcription  in  the 
particular cases of ‘Liszt, Godowsky, Busoni, Grainger, Sorabji, and Stevenson’. He notes that, for all 
of  them,  transcribing  was  ‘as  fundamental  as  composition’.204  Roberge  seems  conscious  that,  by 
utilizing musical  structures  previously  designed  by  others,  there  is  the  jeopardy  of  being wrongly 















Stevenson  contends  that  ‘Ernest  Newman  (1868–1959)  held  that  masterpieces  of 
transcription  are  comparable  to  the  work  of  great  commentators,  such  as  Giovanni  Andrea 




unfortunately  this brought  the whole  thing  into undeserved odium’. However, despite  some  ‘bad‐
press’,  he  certainly  sees  a  nourishing  permanence  and  validity  to  the  art‐form  that  has,  after  all, 
been kept alive ‘from Johann Sebastian Bach to Arnold Schoenberg’.208 Only too sentient of criticism, 
he notes: 
Twentieth  century masters  of  transcription  have  all  spoken  out  against  irrational  criticism 
and calumny. Godowsky wrote: ‘Why should musicians be denied the privileges of comment, 
criticism,  dissertation,  discussion  and  display  of  imaginative  faculties  when  transcribing, 





Barry  Ould  (b.  1958)  wrote  of  transcription—as  short  a  time  ago  as  2002—that,  ‘its 
foundation  can  be  traced  back  to  Liszt,  the  acknowledged  Father  of  the  form’.211  However,  this 
























London  (1602).  Stevenson  tells  us  that  ‘the  following  year  (1603),  Peter  Philips  (1560–1628) 
transcribed it for virginals—a transcription far more free than any of Liszt’s transcriptions of Bach’.213 
Lee‐Clark notes that as the field evolved throughout the Baroque and Classical eras ‘many keyboard 
concertos  by  Johann  Sebastian  Bach  (1685–1750)  are  arrangements  of  [Antonio]  Vivaldi’s  (1678–
1741) violin concertos, and George Frideric Handel (1685–1759) recycled much of his own music’. It 
is  also worth noting  that  ‘several  piano  concertos  by Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart  (1756–1791)  are 
also  based  on  other  composers’  music.  Ludwig  van  Beethoven  (1770–1827)  arranged  his  Violin 
Concerto  in  D  Major  Op.  61  (1806)  as  a  piano  concerto  (Opus  61a)  and  his  Second  Symphony 
[Symphony No. 2 in D major, Op. 36 (1801–1802)] as a Piano Trio [that bears the same opus number, 
Op. 36]’.214 
However,  the  art  form was  becoming worryingly  close  to  extinction  by  the mid‐twentieth 
century.  This  view  is  verified by Benjamin Britten  (1913–1976), who wrote  to Stevenson—praising 
and encouraging his isolated interest in the art‐form—‘transcription is a very serious form which has 
been  much  neglected  recently’.215  Consequently,  if  one  considers  the  uninterrupted  chain  of 















has  ever  lived  of  that  particular  variational  art  form  we  call  transcription,  or  arrangement, 
notwithstanding  his  great  exemplars,  Busoni,  Liszt,  and  even  Bach’.216  On  completion  of  his 
transcription  of  the  Six  Solo  Violin  Sonatas, Op.27  of  Eugène  Ysaÿe  between  1981  and  1982—a 
monumental achievement  in  itself—Stevenson proudly wrote  in the score that  ‘this  is the proof of 
what  I have  learnt  from Bach, Busoni and Godowsky’.217 MacDonald notes that transcription  is not 
only a much‐maligned sub‐genre of composition, but there had been a stigma attached to  it  for at 




percent  of  his  output.  They  are  brilliant  studies  in  paraphrase,  inventive  re‐castings  that 
sample  freely  from  all  periods  and  styles  in music,  deriving  inspiration  as much  from  the 




    In  recent  years,  interest  in  piano  transcription  has,  nonetheless,  improved  considerably. 
Similarly,  there  is also a  renewed enthusiasm for composers who were once seen as  the height of 
the unfashionable, especially those who transcribed the works of others. Most noticeably, these are 










Ferruccio  Busoni,  Leopold  Godowsky,  Percy  Aldridge  Grainger  and  Ronald  Stevenson.  Of  all  the 
aforementioned composers, Stevenson  is undoubtedly the most prolific—having transcribed works 
from a vast array of composers that, quite literally, encompasses the entire spectrum of western art 
music.219  It  is  truly  astonishing  that  Stevenson’s  source materials  range  from  the Elizabethan  John 
Bull (1562–1628) to the work of living contemporaries. However, the number of transcriptions from 
the Baroque period seems to be disproportionately high, warranting supplementary exploration. 




Frank  Bridge  (1879–1941),  John  Bull  (1562–1628),  Robert  Burns  (1759–1796),  Alan  Bush  (1900–1995), 
Ferruccio  Busoni  (1866–1924),  Charles Wakefield  Cadman  (1881–1946), María  Teresa  Carreño  (1853–1917), 
Pablo Casals (1876–1973), Gustave Charpentier (1860–1956), Frédéric Chopin (1810–1849), Samuel Coleridge‐
Taylor  (1875–1912),  Frederick Nicholls  Crouch  (1808–1896),  Frederick  Delius  (1862–1934),  Edward  Kennedy 
‘Duke’ Ellington (1899–1974), John Field (1782–1837), Stephen Foster (1826–1864), John Foulds (1880–1939), 
Christoph  Willibald  Ritter  von  Gluck  (1714–1787),  Charles  Gounod  (1818–1893)  Ella  Grainger  (née  Ström) 
(1889–1979),  Percy  Aldridge  Grainger  (1882–1961),  Edvard  Grieg  (1843–1907),  Franz  Xaver  Gruber  (1787–
1863),  William  Christopher  Handy  (1873–1958),  Reynaldo  Hahn  (1874–1947),  Sir  (Herbert)  Hamilton  Harty 
(1879–1941),  Scott  Joplin  (ca.  1867/1868?–1917),  Yrjö  Henrik  Kilpinen  (1892–1959),  Ruggiero  Leoncavallo 
(1857–1919),  Franz  Liszt  (1811–1886),  Reverend Marthinus  Lourens  de  Villiers  (1885‐1977),  Gustav Mahler 
(1860–1911), Frank Merrick (1886–1981), Giacomo Meyerbeer (1791–1864), Rory Dall Morrison (1660–1730), 
Wolfgang  Amadeus  Mozart  (1756–1791),  Carl  Nielsen  (1865–1931),  Ivor  Novello  (1893–1951),  Turlough 
O'Carolan (1670–1738), Ignacy Jan Paderewski (1860–1941), Henry Purcell (1659–1695), Sergei Rachmaninoff 
(1873–1943), Nikolai Rimsky‐Korsakov (1844–1908), Sigmund Romberg (1887–1951), Edmund Rubbra (1901–
1986),  Franz  Schubert  (1797–1828),  Francis  George  Scott  (1880–1958),  William  Shield  (1748–1829),  Jean 
Sibelius (1865–1957), Oley Speaks (1874–1948), Bernard Stevens (1916–1983), Savourna Stevenson (b. 1961), 









An  exegetical  study  such  as  this  inevitably  asks  the  question:  ‘If  Stevenson  is  the  most  prolific 
transcriber who is the most prolifically transcribed?’ It would be of little revelation to most that it is 
Johann Sebastian Bach. Stevenson observes that, ‘his transcribers include Felix Mendelssohn, Robert 
Schumann,  Franz  Liszt,  Charles‐Valentin  Alkan,  Johannes  Brahms,  Ferruccio  Busoni,  Leopold 
Godowsky,  Percy  Aldridge  Grainger,  Arnold  Schoenberg,  Andrés  Segovia,  Leopold  Stokowski,  Igor 
Stravinsky, and Sir William Walton  ’. He  further notes that  ‘this  list does not  include composers of 
transcriptions [only] for piano, but also for other media; and it does not include the number of jazz‐
transcribers, whose number is legion’.220  








In  the  mid‐twentieth  century,  Stevenson  transcribed  the  work  of  his  fifteenth‐century 
counterpart in writing his Three Grounds on Henry Purcell (trans. 1955–1958), which will be used in 
this  instance  as  a  case  study  to  reveal  salient  facets  of  Stevenson’s  transcribing. He describes  the 
Three Grounds on Henry Purcell as ‘freely transcribed’ with radically tailored versions transliterated 









academic  circles,  not  just  in  transcribing  Baroque music  in  the  first  instance  but  in  particular  the 
work  of Henry  Purcell.  He  sees  the  principal  reason  for  this  as  being  that,  ‘Purcell  belongs  to  the 
“early music” cult more than Bach does, and musicological attitudes against transcribing Purcell are 















Intriguingly,  before  a  single  note  of  his  Three  Grounds  on  Henry  Purcell  (1955–58)  is  played, 
Stevenson  asks  the  pianist  to  read  a  fragment  from  Landowska  on Music  (1963)  to  illuminate  his 
puzzling tempo marking ‘Andante Quasi Fado’.225 MacDonald notes that he similarly ‘includes pages 
of  [John]  Ruskin’s  (1819–1900)  prose—On  the  Surpassing  Excellence Of Mountains  (1884)—in  the 
solo horn part of Bergstimmung (1986) and enjoins the player to read them before performance . . . 












attempting  to  include  an  attitude  of  mindfulness,  of  the  spiritual  realities  for  which  his  musical 






view,  later  resurfacing  in  the  richer  sonorities  of  the  tenor  (bar  twenty‐one),  with  the  orchestral 
allusion quasi tromba (as seen in Figure 17, highlighted in blue). Here he evokes the richer heaviness 
















Stevenson’s work  like  Ferruccio Busoni’s  often exhibits  a marked preference  for  the  tenor 
register.  Stevenson  recalled  that,  as a  child, he would often cross his hands  to bring out a  singing 
tone  in  the  tenor  register.227  Harold  Taylor  notes  that  Stevenson  ‘finds  deep  satisfaction  in 
recordings  by  [Enrico]  Caruso  (1873–1921)  and  [John] McCormack  (1884–1945)’  as  opposed  to  a 




very  last  works—Hert’s  Sang  (1962/3,?  trans.  Stevenson  c.  2004)229—and  Bernard  van  Dieren’s 
(1887–1936) Weep You No More, Sad Fountains  (anon. sixteenth century, trans. Van Dieren, 1925, 







established  in  2001]  published  them  in  a  special  edition  last  year  and  they  have  been  sung  quite  often  in 
concerts and are on  the CD, Songs  for a Year and a Day. Ronald presented  the  transcription  to me as a gift 
several years ago at one of the Ronald Stevenson Society Summer Schools, with hopes that he would find time 
to do all  seven  .  .  .  sadly he did not do  this’. Dated, 8th August 2012.  If  seems most  likely Dr. Chisholm was 
presented the transcription by Stevenson at the Ronald Stevenson Society Summer School, The Cathedral of 








one  of  Bernard  van  Dieren’s  best‐known  songs, Weep  You  No  More,  Sad  Fountains.  The 
transcriptions  shared  a  similar  approach  in  that  the  vocal  parts  were  often  given  to  the 
sonorous middle register of the piano while the surrounding bass and treble created a halo 
of  harmony.  The  subtlety  of  the  true  composer‐pianist was  revealed  in  the  transcriptions 
and they also enshrined a sense of continuity with past masters.230  
 
    When  the  present  author  gave  the  broadcast  première  of  the  Three  Grounds  on  Henry 
Purcell  (1955–1958),231  Stevenson  said  that  one  should  take  into  account  the  aphorism  of  Gillies 
Whittaker  (1876–1944),  who  believed  that  the  false  relations  in  Henry  Purcell’s  music  are  ‘as 




quartet,  leaving no uncertainty  to his  intelligent design as well as displaying a profound deference 
for the original stylism of his baroque counterpart.  
 

















In  the  footnotes  to  his  transcription  of  Purcell’s  Hornpipe  in  D  minor  (1995),  written  to 
commemorate the Purcell’s  tercentenary  (1695–1995), Stevenson notes that  this,  like many of  the 
works  he  has  transcribed,  is  already  a  transcription  of  a  transcription:  ‘The  by  now  démodé  bias 
against the art of transcription should disappear vis‐à‐vis the case of Purcell himself, for his D minor 
Hornpipe was  a harpsichord arrangement of  a dance  from his  theatre music  to The Married Beau 
(1693)’.233 This is also the case with the second of the Three Grounds, the Ground in E♭ Minor (1957). 
The  original  source material  is  the  hauntingly  beautiful  St  Cecilia’s  Ode  (Z.328,  1683),  written  by 
Purcell in an exceptionally cold winter, when the River Thames froze over, permitting a ‘frost‐fair’ on 
the  ice  (1683).  Purcell  arranged  this  for  Harpsichord  in Musick’s  Handmade:  Part  Two  (1689).  In 







Purcell’s  own  harpsichord  transcription  (1689)  are  both  in  the  key  of  E  minor’  although  he  has 
transposed  his  transcription  for  ‘pianistic  reasons’.  However, what  is  his  raison  d'être? How  is  E♭ 
minor deemed to be more pianistic than E minor?  
From  a  practitioner’s  perspective,  the  six  ‘black  keys’  unquestionably  make  it  physically 
easier  to  play,234  especially  the  ground  bass—with  its  poised,  graceful  leaping  of  tenths—that 
delightfully  contrasts  the melancholic  simplicity of Purcell’s original  ‘vocal  line,’  kept wholly  in  the 
right‐hand  (as  shown  in  Figure  19  in  red)  throughout  the  transcription.  Similarly,  one  of  Franz 
Schubert’s  (1797–1828) most  fêted piano works, his G♭ Major  Impromptu D899 No. 3  (1827), was 
initially transposed into G major by early publishers who, misguidedly thought that it would have a 




being  both  elevated  from  the white  keys  and  geographically  further  back  on  the  instrument.  The 
melodic  lines  are  easier  to  sound  in  the  instance  of  both  Schubert’s  G♭  Major  Impromptu  and 
Stevenson’s Purcell  transcription. This  is due  to G♭ major  / E♭ minor having a more  relaxed  ‘open 
hand’  position  that,  with  the  fingers  extended  in  a  less  rigid  fashion  is,  as  Stevenson  accurately 
observes,  significantly more  ‘pianistic’  (as  shown  in Figure 20). This  is probably  the  reason why all 
twenty pieces of the Vingt regards sur  l'enfant‐Jésus (1944) by Olivier Messiaen (1908–1992) spiral 






























wandering  into  the  registration  of  the  bass  clef  (as  shown  in  Figure  21,  highlighted  in  red).  Later 





















                                                
236 Six Sonatas for solo violin, Op. 27, transcribed as Six Piano Sonatas (trans. Stevenson 1981–1982):  
Sonata No. 1, G minor,           Sonata No. 2, A minor,  
‘Joseph Szigeti’            ‘Jacques Thibaud’  
1) Grave             1) Obsession; Prelude 
2) Fugato            2) Malinconia 
3) Allegretto poco scherzoso        3) Danse des Ombres; Sarabande 
4) Finale; Con brio          4) Les furies 
 
Sonata No. 3, D minor, ‘Georges Enesco’      Sonata No. 4, E minor, ‘Fritz Kriesler’ 
1) Lento molto sostenuto          1) Allemanda 
2) Allegro in tempo giusto e con bravura      2) Sarabande 
              3) Finale 
 
Sonata No. 5, G major, ‘Mathieu Crickboom’      Sonata No. 6, E major,  
1) L'Aurore            ‘Manuel Quiroga’ 
2) Danse rustique           ‘Allegro giusto non troppo vivo’  












Similarly,  in  the  instance  of  the Ground  in  E♭ Minor  (1957),  the  additional  voice  certainly 
gives  the  aural  semblance  of  there  being more  than  two  hands  at  work.  Likewise,  the  ingenious 
creative interplay of the four parts substantiates MacDonald’s assurance of proclaiming Stevenson a 
master  transcriber.  Paul  Hindemith  (1895–1963)  regarded  transcription  as  an  art  form  with 
suspicion—contending that it is ‘artistically justified only when the arranger's artistic effort is greater 
than the original composer’s’.238 This view is echoed in Stevenson’s own words concerning the most 
superlative  transcribing:  ‘The  work  of  the  transcriber  can  sometimes  be  more  creative  than  the 
material upon which it is based’.239  
    However,  is  Stevenson  distorting  the  original  too  much?  Ivo  Pogorelić  (b.  1958)  once 
eloquently said that he would ‘never hurt or harm a composer—people tell me I alter things, deal in 
distortion for, no doubt, vainglorious reasons, but that’s precisely what I do not do—to be frank, my 




was  involved’.240 With the  inclusion of additional voices, Stevenson  is certainly aiming  for a similar 


















Concerning modern  performance‐practices  in  Baroque music,  it  was  previously  noted  (in  Chapter 
2.5)  that  Stevenson would  regularly perform on his  Spinet. Most musicians would be of  the  same 
opinion that, whilst it is straightforward to cite historical treatises ad infinitum, there is no substitute 






instruments—even merely  out  of  deference  for  such  gigantic musical  antecedents  as Mozart  and 
Beethoven, especially as they took ‘pride of place’ in his ‘official music room’.243  
Busoni  asked  ‘Dolmetsch  to  make  him  a  harpsichord,’244  which,  like  Stevenson,  he  used. 
When  Eric  Chisholm  (1904–1965),  the  then Head  of Music  at  Cape  Town University  in  1963, met 
Stevenson’s ship upon his arrival in South Africa to undertake his very unusual appointment—both in 
terms  of  academic  workload  and  title—as  ‘Head  of  Composition’  and  ‘Head  of  Piano,’  Stevenson 
recounts:  








Erik Chisholm met us off  the ship.  It was a wonderful voyage…. Erik  said,  'What's 
that you've got? That's a keyboard instrument, isn't it?' I said, 'Yes, it's a spinet’. He 
said,  'You're  playing  that  tonight  in  the  opera’.  I  played  it  in Don Giovanni  every 














Doubling of  registration has been added  in  III,  following an  interpretation of harpsichord / 
organ  registration.  No  organist  would  be  criticized,  but  rather  praised,  for  exercising 
judicious innovation in performing with a tasteful variety of registration (8 foot, 4 foot &c): 




complexity  of  the  part  writing  is  neither  over‐written,  nor  detracting  to  the  listener.  It  is  wholly 


























particular,  Jeanie  with  the  Light  Brown  Hair  (1854)  by  Stephen  Foster  (1826–1864)  from  Volume 




































the  nineteenth  century  for  exploring  the  art  of bel  canto  in  pianism,  just  as  Stevenson’s  is  in  the 
twentieth century.250 Stevenson’s principal aim is to  ‘sing with his fingers,’251 emulating the human 
voice  (discussed at  length  in  relation  to  Stevenson’s own piano  tone  in Chapter 2.1 Early Pianistic 
Influences  from  the  ‘Sunset  of  the  Great  Romantic  School  of  Pianism).  According  to  Hamilton, 





The human voice—that  is what  is  lacking  in  the  twentieth  century.  Even when  composers 
these days write  for  the human voice  they often  treat  it most  inhumanly.  I want  to direct 
speech of the human voice—even in instrumental music.253  
  

















in at  least  fifty‐eight percent of his vast output of transcriptions  is originally  from vocal repertoire. 
That  that  Stevenson  sees  vocal‐emulation as  ‘lacking’  in  the  twentieth  century  is,  in  all  likelihood, 
due  to  the  practice  being  deliberated  as  old‐fashioned  and  outmoded.  Hamilton  notes  that  the 
model certainly is no new phenomenon, and is far older than most presuppose: 
A  preoccupation  with  a  ‘noble  singing  melody’  was  shared  by  many  pianists,  John  Field 





concern  is with  ‘a  singer’s  style of  rhetorical delivery’256 and did not come to  full  fruition until  the 
nineteenth  century.  For  Chopin,  Thalberg,  Liszt  and  their  pupils,  the  renowned  singers  of  Italian 
opera became the role models for emulation at the keyboard.257 Thalberg advocated: ‘Listen to good 
singers,  and  learn  to  sing  yourself’.258  Similarly,  Stevenson  wallows  in  listening  to  some  of  the 
earliest‐recorded  singers,  of  whom  he  ‘never  tires,’  melancholically  contending  that  there  is  ‘no 
other  opportunity  of  hearing  such  singing  at  present’.259  Hamilton  correctly  observes  that  in  the 
nineteenth century there was an ‘enormous emphasis’ placed on the ‘requisite requirements in tone 
production and rubato,’260 all of which are core elements of Stevenson’s own pianism (see Chapter 
















2.1).  In Chopin’s case,  ‘pauses for breath’ were ‘added to his own pupils’ scores’261  in emulation of 
singers.  
    The  current  author  has  witnessed  a  similar  practice  first‐hand,  whilst  working  on  the 
Passacaglia  on DSCH  (1963) with  Stevenson, who  added  ‘breathe  in’  and  ‘out’  over  the  course of 





L’Art  du  Chant  appliqué  au  Piano  (1853–64):  ‘The  art  of  fine  singing  always  remains  the  same no 
matter what instrument it is practiced on’.264  
 
Figure  24.  Ronald  Stevenson’s  Pencil  Additions  to  the  Current  Author’s  ‘Working  Copy’  of  the 
Passacaglia on DSCH (1963), published by The Ronald Stevenson Society, Edinburgh, bars 36‐39. 
 
     Bel canto  itself has a multiplicity of denotations and is a problematical topic of discussion. 
Historically, it can purely refer to a ‘lost art or tradition’ whilst modern characterizations can include 
one  or  more  of  the  following—development  of  an  unblemished  legato,  elegance  of  phrase 
construction, a deep‐seated mastery of breath control, and both a nimbleness and flexibility of vocal 











Whilst  emulating  the  voice  was  predominantly  a  nineteenth‐century  practice,  Stevenson 
‘feels strongly’ that his aspiration to emulate the voice is an ‘aesthetic shared between two circles of 
composers’  who  were  ‘satellites  round  Busoni  and  Delius’.  These  include  ‘Peter  Warlock  (1894–
1930), Bernard van Dieren (1887–1936)—a sort of [James] Boswell (1740–1795) to Busoni’s [Samuel] 
Johnson (1709–1784)—and Sorabji’. Stevenson emphasizes that they were  ‘circles, not a conscious 
school’—‘to  whose  aesthetic’  he  ‘can  subscribe’.  Significantly  he  sees  it  is  ‘an  on‐going  aesthetic 
because it presents an extension of a tradition that is essentially humanitarian and which is rooted in 
the voice’.265 Although Sorabji was the only composer Stevenson personally knew, it is imperative for 




endorse  Stevenson’s  work,  as  his  entire  œuvre,  according  to  Stevenson  scholar  Colin  Scott‐
Sutherland, is ‘steeped in that most unfashionable of commodities today—melody’.268  
Pertaining  to  the  underlying  sentimentality  of  Stevenson’s  own  song  settings, MacDonald 
notes that ‘cynicism is wholly out of place here,’269 which could likewise be said of L'Art du Nouveau 
du Chant appliqué au Piano. Nonetheless, Stevenson recognizes that we live in a far more pessimistic 
age.  In  relation  to  Giacomo  Meyerbeer  (1791–1864)—transcribed  by  Stevenson  in  an,  as  yet, 















do  this  intermittently, as  in his Carlyle Suite  (1995)  (shown  in Figure 25) but does not do so  in his 
L'Art du Nouveau du Chant appliqué au Piano, preferring instead to accent in the normal fashion.  
 
Figure  25. An  Excerpt  from Ronald  Stevenson’s Carlyle  Suite:  I  Aubade—‘Here  is  Dawning,  Another 
Blue Day’ (1995), published by The Ronald Stevenson Society, Edinburgh, bars 1‐3. 
 









Chant appliqué au Piano  (1975‐1988)  is  that  the melody  in  the upper notes can be played  in  ‘very 
close arpeggio’.273 This is unequivocally evident in his transcription of Stephen Foster’s (1826–1864) 
popular  parlor‐song,  Jeanie  with  the  Light  Brown  Hair  (1854,  trans.  Stevenson  1980)—with  the 
Mendelssohnian sub‐title ‘song without words’ (as shown in Figure 26). The original song proved so 
popular in 1941, with an unprecedented quantity of ‘wireless’ airplay in Stevenson’s mid‐teens, that 










tribute  to  one  of  the  great  pianists  of  the  Golden  Age  of  Pianism,  Vladimir  de  Pachmann  (1848–
1933),  in the marking  ‘gossamer‐like, alla Pachmann’ (as shown in Figure 27), as well as the strong 
influence of Percy Grainger with the unpretentious Anglicization of the markings in the score.275 















    At  times,  Stevenson’s  transcriptions  can  be  a melting  pot  of musical  citation,  allusion  and 
artistic cross‐referencing, occasionally becoming a veritable cauldron. Taking into consideration that 
Jeanie with the Light Brown Hair (1854)  is  formerly a parlor song, that was typically undemanding, 
being  reserved  principally  for  the  domestic  market  of  the  amateur  middle‐classes,  Stevenson’s 
allusion  to  the high art of bel canto, as well as  the reference  to Pachmann,  is an audacious move. 
However, Stevenson even highlights a preexisting allusion to Mozart’s  ‘Coronation’ Piano Concerto 
No.  26  in  D major,  KV  537  (1788)  (as  shown  in  Figure  28)—which  he  draws  attention  to with  his 
alberti bass—certainly written during the pinnacle of classical art music.  
    Similarly,  Stevenson will,  on  occasion,  cross‐reference  between  composers  on  a  far  larger 
scale in L’Art Nouveau du Chant appliqué au Piano. In his transcription of Ivor Novello’s (1893–1951) 
perennially  popular,  We’ll  Gather  Lilacs  (Novello  1945,  trans.  Stevenson  1980),  the  entire 
accompaniment  motif  acts  as  a  passing  salute,  not  only  to  Ivor  Novello,  but  also  to  Sergei 
Rachmaninoff’s (1873–1943) earlier Lilacs Op. 21, No. 5, 1902 (as shown in Figure 29). This was seen 
by Scott‐Sutherland as ‘a quiet demonstration of his wide and catholic knowledge and interests’.276 
Furthermore,  his  practice  of  amalgamating  divergent  styles,  social  boundaries,  and  musical 
periods—from  the  parlor‐song  to  high‐art—not  only  affirms  Stevenson’s  egalitarianism  and 









Figure 28. An Excerpt  from Ronald Stevenson’s  transcription of  Jeanie with  the Light Brown Hair by 
Stephen  Foster  (1826–1864,  comp.  1854  trans.  Stevenson  1980), with  an  allusion  to Mozart Piano 







Figure  29. Absorption  of  Rachmaninoff’s  Lilacs, Op.  21,  No.  5  (1902)  into  Stevenson’s  Ivor  Novello 





Fly  Home  Little  Heart  (from  King’s  Rhapsody  1949,  trans.  Stevenson  1980)  as  being  ‘an  arpeggio 
study with a Delian bird motif  thrown  in’—which  surely  is  a  reference  to  Frederick Delius’  (1862–













very  eclecticism  that  helps  him divulge  his  primary  aim:  to  capture  the  essence  of  a  composer  in 






One  of  most  intriguing  and  ambitious  of  Stevenson’s  transcriptions  is  an  oddity  in  Mozart’s  late 




I had made up my mind  to write  the Adagio  for  the clockmaker  right away and slip a  few 
ducats  in  my  dear  wife's  hands;  I  did  start—but  unfortunately,  because  I  hate  the  job,  I 
wasn't able to finish  it.  I write some every day—but have to postpone as  I get bored—and 





Despite Mozart’s  reticence  he,  in  due  course,  completed  the  commission  from  Josef  Count Deym 
von  Střítež  (1752–1804),  albeit with  reluctance.  Stevenson’s  ominous  self‐imposed  challenge  as  a 























    This  clearly demonstrates a masterful working  insight  into virtuoso piano  technique and  is 
not  entirely  dissimilar  to  a  figurative  design  utilized  by  Vladimir  Horowitz  in  his  fêted  Carmen 
Fantasy  (1947,  revised  1965).  The  current  author  obtained  a  rare  handwritten  copy  of  the 
unpublished  Horowitz  score  from  Ronald  Stevenson,  meticulously  edited  by  Arnold  Schalker. 
‘Deception’ is implied in Horowitz’s case, as the great virtuoso dupes the listener into thinking they 
are  hearing  a  third  internal  hand  playing  superhumanly  impossible  double‐thirds  (see  Figure  31). 
Ironically,  the  legendary  double‐thirds  are  not  really  double‐thirds  at  all—the  omission  of  an  E‐




























realizable  because  of  ingenious  fingering  (highlighted  in  the  first  blue  section  of  Figure  30)—in 
particular the astute shift from the fifth to the fourth finger  in the right hand (on the third beat of 
the first bar) and the elegant slide that  immediately follows (resulting in the unusual pattern 5/4,2 
4,2  3,2  in  the  right‐hand).  Correspondingly,  the  pedalling  is  equally  as  imaginative, with  the  half‐
pedalling  reinforcing  the  harmony  of  Mozart’s  original  across  the  bar‐line.  Busoni’s  two  piano 
version, with the octaves communally shared between the two instruments (as shown in Figure 30, 
highlighted  in  yellow)  is  reduced  (in  Stevenson’s  case)  to  flawlessly  executable double  thirds.  This 




more  than Mozart. Stevenson’s  solo  transcription  (highlighted  in green  in Figure 32) has absorbed 
almost  all  of  the  notes  of  Busoni’s  two  piano  version  (highlighted  in  red  in  Figure  32),  with  an 
occasional  pruning  of  extraneous material  for  clarity  of  texture  (highlighted  in  blue  in  Figure  32). 




transcription does become  too  figuratively  chaotic, nor  inelegant  in performance. This  self‐control 
and  skilled  judgment on Stevenson’s account adheres  to Busoni’s axiom  that dogmatically holding 
fast to the letter should on no account be to the disbursement of the music when transcribing.285 As 
Malcolm  MacDonald  argues:  ‘A  doctrinaire  adherence  to  the  text  will  inevitably  result  in  a 
weakening of the musical Idea; in the hands of a master‐transcriber, like Liszt, Busoni, or Stevenson, 
















(1785,  trans.  Stevenson  1961),  Stevenson  grafts  rather  than  prunes  textures.  However,  for  what 
purpose does he do so? Here he is faithful to both Mozart’s original solo piano writing (highlighted in 
blue in Figure 32, as well as the orchestral material, both of which are absorbed (highlighted in red in 
Figure  32)  into  the  new,  innovative  solo  texture.  Whilst  this  is  first‐rate  transcribing,  it  is  the 
inclusion of additional ornamental material  (highlighted  in green  in Figure 32),  in which Stevenson 
shows  his  expert  knowledge  of  figuration,  by  having  it  scored  over  four  staves.  Upon  closer 
examination, the additional material is actually more Mozart than it is Stevenson, as it is a ‘written 


















by  the  performing  soloist with  orchestra, Kadenzen  für Mozart’s  Klavier  Konzert  in  D moll  KV  466 
(1952),  he  appends  a  reference  from  the  ‘Commendatore  Scene,’  found  in  the  final  act  of  Don 
Giovanni  KV  527  (1787). MacDonald  notes  that  Stevenson would  later  use  this  same  theme  in  his 
Twentieth  Century  Music  Diary  (1953–59)  ‘as  a  twelve  note  tone‐row  derived  from  the  Statue 



















Another  facet  of  Stevenson’s  transcribing  that  deserves  exploration  is  his  change  of 
figuration, even when self‐transcribing. One clear example can be seen in his transcription of his own 







(1949)  and  his  own  two  piano  version  (1953),  both  versions  published  by  The  Ronald  Stevenson 
Society, Edinburgh, bars 92‐93 (both examples). 













of the sixths  in the right‐hand between chords  in the two piano version, whilst  the material  in the 
right‐hand  of  bar  42  is  doubled  between  the  hands  (highlighted  in  red  and  purple  respectively  in 
Figure 37).  
    Other  material  is  doubled  in  octaves  (highlighted  in  blue  in  Figure  37),  whilst  additional 
imaginative material is added (highlighted in green in Figure 37). In bar 43 of the two piano version 





























An  amalgamation  of  an  inclusive  style  can  be  seen  even  more  directly  in  his  quasi‐
Godowskian Étudette d’après Karsakov et Chopin—Spectre d’Alkan  (1987)  that begins  for  the  left‐
hand  alone  (as  shown  in  Figure  40).  Stevenson  adroitly  transcribes  Rachmaninoff’s  earlier 
transcription of Nikolai Rimsky‐Korsakov’s (1844‐1908) Flight of the Bumblebee from The Tale of Tsar 
Saltan (1899–1900), that is  ingeniously internalized within the solo left‐hand (highlighted in blue in 
Figure 40). This  is  later superimposed above Chopin’s  ￼Étude in A Minor, Op. 25, No. 2 (1837) with 













It  is  worthy  of  note  that  if  one  looks  at  Carl  Czerny’s  premeditated  parody  of  Chopin  (as 
shown in Figure 41, Op. 365, No. 19, bars 1‐2)—although later Czerny uses both hands moving out in 
contrary  motion  (as  opposed  to  Chopin’s  single‐hand  virtuosity),  it  is  as  much  a  ‘Hommage  de 
Reconnaissance’ to another composer, as anything else. In the same manner MacDonald notes that 
Stevenson’s works proliferate with such homages: 
‘Homages’  abound  in  Stevenson’s  music:  overt  ones  to  Chopin  and  Hindemith  (and  to 
Sibelius)….  If  it  was  his  instinct  to  use whatever  came  to  hand,  it  was  also  his  instinct  to 
salute figures he admired, to build bridges, to celebrate other’s achievements.290 
 
It  is  also  important  to  remember  that,  as well  as offering  acts of  homage,  Stevenson  sees 
transcription as a new commentary on a pre‐existing work (as previously discussed in Chapter 3.1). 
This is nowhere more apparent than in an article he wrote for The Listener in 1971. Whilst discussing 
Godowsky’s  transcription of  the Cradle Song—Schlafe,  schlafe, holder  süsser Knabe, D 498 Op. 98, 
No.  2  by  Franz  Schubert  (1816,  trans.  Godowsky  1927),  Stevenson  perceptively  delineates 
Godowsky’s aesthetic outlook concerning the art‐form, traits of which he unambiguously shares:  





His  [Godowsky’s]  declared  aim  here  was  ‘to  transplant  the  song  from  voice  to  piano;  to 
comment  and  interpret  it,  in  the  manner  of  free  variations’.  Godowsky  hoped  that,  to 




















Stevenson  once  said  that  his  friend  and  former  duo  partner,  Sir  Peter  Piers  (1910–1986), 








practice  that  illustrates and  re‐vivifies  a pre‐existing  text  through a highly  intelligent, personalized 
illumination.  This  not  only  results  in  a  unique  stylized  commentary  on  a  compatriot  but  also 
paradoxically, through artistic metamorphosis,  it becomes part of him, and is  indeed ‘both old and 
new at the same time’. 









The  American  virtuoso,  Joseph  Banowetz  (b.  1936)—one  of  the  founding  patrons  of  The  Ronald 
Stevenson Society in 1995—has been an indefatigable champion of Stevenson’s music in recital and 
recording,  for  many  decades.  In  his  highly  regarded  publication,  The  Pianist’s  Guide  to  Pedalling 
(1985), he notes the difficulty of academic inquiry into pedalling: 
Pedalling, admittedly, is one of the most difficult aspects of piano playing to discuss from the 
printed  page  alone:  and  few  would  deny  that,  to  paraphrase  an  old  expression,  one 
performance  is worth  a  thousand words.  The pedal  is  a  highly  personal  part  of  any  piano 





Stevenson’s  position  on  the  pedal  was  discussed  at  length  in  chapter  two  from  the  aspect  of 




as  [Anton]  Rubinstein  (1829–1894)  played  it,  and  his  interpretation  of  Schumann's  little 
fantasy The Bird  as  Prophet  [Vogel  als  Prophet, Waldszenen, Op.  82, No.  7,  1848–49] was 
inimitable in poetic refinement: to describe the diminuendo of the pianissimo at the end of 
the "fluttering away of the little bird" would be hopelessly inadequate. Inimitable, too, was 
the  soul‐stirring  imagery  in  the  Kreisleriana,  Op.  16  (1838)  the  last  (G  minor)  passage  of 
which  I  have  never  heard  anyone  play  in  the  same manner.  One  of  Rubinstein's  greatest 
secrets was his use of the pedal. He himself very happily expressed his ideas on the subject 
when he said, "The pedal is the soul of the piano”. No pianist should ever forget this.298 














imprecise  art  at  the  best  of  times,  with  a  considerable  element  of  discretion  left  to  the  pianist. 
Ultimately,  good  pedalling  can  come  only  from  performing  experience,  wherein  ‘the  ear  alone, 
rather than a set of printed directions, must always be the final guide for an artistic performance’.299 
Stevenson,  arguably  has  more  punctilious  pedal  markings  than  practically  any  other  composer, 
notwithstanding  Pierre  Boulez  (b.  1925),  Iannis  Xenakis  (1922–2001),  Ferruccio  Busoni  and  Franz 




was  the  first  song  expressly  composed  for  The  Gramophone  Company  (1904),  which  eventually 
became His Master’s Voice (1909): 
[Stevenson]  faithfully  transmits  Leoncavallo’s  pedalling  as  heard  in  his  1904  phonographic 
recording of  the  song with  [Enrico] Caruso  (1873–1921),  includes a  silvery  filigree cadenza 
marked  ‘con  delicatezza  paderewskiana,’  and  climaxes  in  a  ‘perorazione  alla  Jussi  Björling 








as  ‘seminally  important  in  composing  for  the  piano’.301  However,  it  is  ironic  that, whilst  exploring 
Stevenson’s use of the pedals, one has to start with examples in his writing where the feet are not 














fundamental  in his own pedagogy. Both his pupils,  Laurence Dilsner  (1911–1989) and Alma Brock‐











like the use of  the  left and right pedals,  the possibilities of  finger‐pedal are  limitless. From 




















in  Grainger’s  entire  output.  He  tells  us  that  ‘these  occur  at  the  outset  of  Shepherd's  Hey  (1911), 




also  recommends  that  ‘wherever  possible  sustain  the  tone  with  the  hands  rather  than  with  the 
pedal’.  Furthermore,  Carruthers  notes  that,  in  Grainger’s  case,  ‘The  marking  ‘no  pedal’  occurs 
internally  in Shepherd's Hey  (bar 53), The Gum‐Suckers March  (1916, bar 154), Molly on  the Shore 
(bars  55,  175,  and  1,  79),  Spoon  River  (bar  84),  and  Eastern  Intermezzo  (1922)  (bar  98),  and  the 
player is admonished "no pedal" six times in the course of Scotch Strathspey and Reel (1939)’.307  
 
    In  an  unequivocal  comparison,  Stevenson’s  use  of  the  marking  Senza  Pedale  in  the 
Passacaglia  on  DSCH  alone  is more  recurrent  than  in  Grainger’s  entire  body  of  piano works,  and 
occurs  an  astonishing  137  times  across  his  voluminous  published music.  Stevenson will  even  add 
additional ‘senza ped’ to his own working copies—as in the current author’s copy of the Passacaglia 












Figure  43.  Ronald  Stevenson’s  Pencil  Additions  to  the  Current  Author’s  ‘Working  Copy’  of  the 
Passacaglia on DSCH (1963), published by The Ronald Stevenson Society, Edinburgh, bar 479.  
 
     Stevenson’s  largest work  for piano  in  the  last  fifteen years  is his Le Festin d’Alkan  (1988–
1997). Whilst the work was commissioned in 1988, it was not completed until 1997. The title of this 
monumental  three‐movement  work  is,  in  itself,  a  paraphrase.  However,  it  is  not  a  musical 
paraphrase, but instead a literary one, of Le Festin d'Esope (Aesop's Feast) Op. 39 No. 12 (1861) by 
Charles‐Valentin Alkan (1813–1888). Ateş Orga notes that Le Festin d’Alkan (1988–97) is a ‘concerto 
sans  orchestra  that  has  clear  parallels  that  can  be  drawn  with  musical  predecessors  with  direct 
similarities,  not  just  to works  by  Alkan,  but more  surprisingly,  Schumann’.  This  is most  likely  as  a 
result of the rapid toccata‐like passages, use of musical cryptography and form—analogous with the 
Études  Symphoniques,  Op.  13  (1834–1837)  and more  strikingly  to  Orga  the  Troisième  Grande 
Sonate, Op. 14 Concert sans Orchestra in F Minor (1835–36).308  







    Stevenson’s work  is  light years away from the opening bars of Mozart’s Sonata  in C Major 




André  Hamelin,  at  the  Blackheath  Concert  Halls Pianofest  in  1998.309 Marked  Senza  Ped,  the  two 
central parts move  in unison with a seamless  legato, whilst the thirds of the two peripheral voices 























struck  (as shown  in Figure 45, highlighted  in blue). A  lesser composer would almost certainly have 
employed the black notes of the piano for a comparable effect, or simply held the sustaining pedal 
down.  Stevenson  has  realized  that,  as  there  are  obviously  more  white  notes  on  the  piano  than 




















There  are  striking  similarities  between  Stevenson’s Heroic  Sang  for Hugh MacDiarmid  and 
Henry  Cowell’s  remarkable Exultation  (1919),  as  both works  share  a  foundation of  pentatonicism, 
forearm  clusters  and  exuberant,  flamboyant  techniques.  However,  whilst  Cowell  necessitates  the 
performer to pound the black notes of the piano with elbows, forearms and fists (as shown in Figure 
47) in a high‐spirited clangorous romp, Stevenson’s ‘silent depression’ is  in fact the exact opposite. 
This  may  be  far  more  revelatory  than  one  may  initially  suppose,  illustrating  a  major  aspect  of 
Stevenson’s  own  compositional  psyche  in  absorbing  traits  of  another  composer  and  retrogradely 
inverting an entire design.  
 








When  Stevenson  combines  silent  depression  with  sustain‐pedalling  the  effects  can  be  truly 
remarkable.  In  his  Passacaglia  on  DSCH  (1963),  there  is  unarguably  the  single  most  complex 
combination of  pedalling  and  silent‐depression  in  the entire  gamut of music  for  keyboard, per  se. 
The pianist  is  instructed to silently depress a chord with the ‘fingers on tips of keys’ (highlighted in 
red, Figure 48) and then glissandi over the top of the silently depressed notes, with the right pedal 
held  down  (highlighted  in  brown,  Figure  48)  to  produce  a  startling  non  cromatico  glissandi  (non‐
chromatic  glissandi)  that  is  quite  simply  unique.  In  addition,  he  then  asks  the  pianist  to  silently 






piano  lid’.  All  this  is  done with  the  same hand—whilst  still  producing  the  non‐chromatic glissandi 
with the right—all of which is executed as the non‐highlighted notes (see Figure 48) —are performed 
in  the  normal  fashion.  This  is  a  masterstroke  of  amalgamated  figuration,  ingenious  techniques, 
silent‐depression and pedalling. It is no wonder that the Passacaglia on DSCH (1963) is increasingly 











Figure  48. Ground  Plan  of  Pedalling  in  the  Passacaglia  on  DSCH  (1963):  ‘Quasi  Chitarra’  (London: 
Oxford University Press), bars 846‐856.  
 
When  the  present  author  performed  the  work  for  Stevenson’s  seventieth  birthday,  Christopher 
Morley wrote contended that the Passacaglia on DSCH should be added to this list.311  
    Nonetheless,  no  matter  how  ingenious  the  pedalling  is,  the  piano  is  in  itself  a  decaying 
instrument,  i.e., when  the notes are  struck,  the volume cannot be  increased.  It has  long been  the 
dream of  composer‐pianists  to  crescendo without  repeating  notes,  for  example,  as  a  vocalist  can. 
Such  a  case  in  point  is  the  ‘crescendo‐impossibile’  in  the  closing  bars  of  Liszt’s  greatest  work  for 






piano,  his  B  Minor  Sonata  (Figure  49,  bars  755‐760)—to  which  Morley  draws  parallels  with  the 
Passacaglia  on  DSCH  (1963).312 Whilst  Liszt’s  ‘crescendo‐impossibile’  is  attainable  only  by  physical 
gesture as a quasi‐spiritual climax, Stevenson aspires to bring to fruition his predecessor’s aspiration 
in  live  performance,  in  the  scenario  of  a  radio  broadcast.  He  cleverly  adds  the  non‐compulsory 
instruction in his Heroic Sang for Hugh MacDiarmid (1967) (Figure 45, highlighted in green), ‘Questo 
cresc./dim. per controllo elettronico a transmissione radiofonica,’313 as well as ‘in radio performance 
the  <  >  may  be  obtained  by  electronic  volume  control’  in  the  Passacaglia  on  DSCH  (Figure  48, 








    Whilst  it  is  an  interesting  idea,  it  does  seem  a  little  passé  and  one‐dimensional  from  our 
present  ‘information‐age,’ with the twenty‐first century composer having a myriad of state‐of‐the‐
art digital tools at his or her disposal to manipulate the sound of an acoustic piano. Nonetheless, the 
philosophy  itself  shows,  perhaps more  than  anything,  a  communion‐of‐spirit  with  Henry  Cowell’s 
pioneering outlook, as well as that of Robert Schumann, who once said ‘rather than repeat the same 











of  laziness  or  ignorance  as  to  their  actual  importance  (as  discussed  in  the  case of  Busoni  and  the 
Pedal  in Chapter 2.4). Stevenson  is  certainly no exception  to  this  treatment by publishers, at  least 
until  the  foundation  of  The  Ronald  Stevenson  Society  in  1995,  with  typesetter  Archie  McLellan 
meticulously  reproducing  the  finest  of  details  from  Stevenson’s manuscripts.  If  one  compares  the 
Oxford University Press impression of the Passacaglia on DSCH (1963) with the same passage from 
The Ronald Stevenson Society: Composer’s Facsimile Edition  (as shown  in Figure 50, bars 393‐395), 
one  can  see  that  the marking  ‘Ped.  vibrato  (flutter‐pedal)’  is  nonexistent  in  the Oxford University 
Press version.  
     
Figure  50.  Comparison  between  excerpt(s)  from  Ronald  Stevenson’s  Passacaglia  on  DSCH  (1963) 
Oxford University Press edition (top) (1964) and the Composer’s Facsimile Edition (bottom), published 
by The Ronald Stevenson Society, Edinburgh, bars 393‐395. 
















essentially,  ‘will  give needed  resonance  and  colour, without  creating  lumps of  pedalled  sound,’  as 
well  as  being  used  for  ‘rapid  reduction  in  sonority’.  However,  flutter‐pedalling  is  very  often 
misconstrued by audiences, music critics and even pianists. When the current author heard Murray 
McLachlan give a superb performance of the Passacaglia on DSCH at Chetham's School of Music  in 
1996,  a  critic  thought  that  McLachlan  was  so  fatigued  towards  the  end  that  he  was  ‘physically 
shaking’ in the poco a poco crescendo, grande, gigantesco (bars 2202‐2249). In fact, McLachlan was 
flutter pedalling. A similar faux pas of Albert Lavignac (1846–1916)—who taught harmony to Henri 











Banowetz gives a superb  illustration of  the practice that Albert Lavignac was a bystander to  in the 
fourth movement  of  Chopin’s  Piano  Sonata  No.  2  in  B♭ minor,  Op.  35  (1837–1839)  (as  shown  in 







Figure  51).  Banowetz  sees  the  pedalling  as  helpful  in  clarifying  the mood  that  Chopin  is  trying  to 















Stevenson’s  use  of  the  sostenuto  pedal  is  so  varied  and  all‐encompassing  in  his  writing  that  he 
utilizes  every  effect  possible,  as  set  out  in  Busoni’s  Klavierübung  in  Zehn  Büchern  (1818–1925, 
Breitkopf & Härtel). Having studied it in detail  in his youth (as discussed in Chapter 2.1), Stevenson 
built upon its uncompromising foundations to climb higher and discover new musical applications. In 
the Klavierübung, there  is even an étude  for  the Pedal  III  (see Figure 52). Antony Beaumont notes 







that  the piece was written on  four  staves  for ease of  reading,  yet was  intended  to be  included  in 
Busoni’s unfinished Opera, Doktor Faust KV 303 (1925): 
This  piece  is written on 4  staves,  two  for  the Hauptsimme  [primary part]  and  two  for  the 
Liegende Töne [held notes]. Busoni finished it on 13 November 1923 in Paris. It is dedicated 
to Leonhard Tauber, who was his host while he was in Paris. The music was intended for the 





Seven  Short  Pieces  for  the  Cultivation  of  Polyphonic  Playing,  No.  7, Mit  Anwendung  des  III.  Pedals 
(Steinway & Sons Sostenuto Pedal) Andante tranquillo, bars 1‐4. 
 
    Busoni’s  toil  was  to  Stevenson  ‘an  immediate  Joycean  epiphany:  the  realization  of  an 
overwhelming  affinity  with  the  creator  of  this  questing  and  visionary  music,  an  affinity  that  he 
admits  has  exceeded  any  other  in  his  life’.320  Stevenson  also  draws  attention  to  the  influence  of 
Grainger  in  relation  to  the  Ped  III:  ‘Grainger  was  the  only  Busoni  pupil  who  developed  fully  his 
master's technique of middle‐pedalling’.321 This is substantiated by Glen Carruthers, who writes: 









The  fons  et  origo  of  Grainger's  use  of  the  middle  pedal  was  Section  Four  of  the  First 
Appendix, to Volume One, of the Busoni edition of Johann Sebastian Bach's Well‐Tempered 
Clavier  (BWV  846‐893,  KIV  B250)  ‘On  the  Transcription  of  Bach's  Organ‐  works  for  the 









     Whilst  Stevenson  exploits  the middle‐pedal more  than  any  other  composer‐pianist  in  the 




on  themes  from Peter Grimes: an Opera  in Three Acts and a Prologue, Op. 33  (1945) by Benjamin 
Britten. This seems an ideal case study, because of the wide‐ranging application of the Ped III that is 
representative  of  Stevenson’s  use  of  it  as  a  whole.  The  piece  was  commissioned  by  BBC  (British 
Broadcasting Corporation) Television and premièred on BBC2 with Stevenson as soloist in 1972. It is 
dedicated  ‘To my  young  comrade‐in‐art,  Graham  Johnson  (b.  1950)’. When  Stevenson  played  his 
composition to Benjamin Britten, he was so impressed by the Peter Grimes Fantasy that he arranged 
for his own publisher, Boosey and Hawkes, to release the work (1972). As Boosey and Hawkes had 
sole possession of  the copyright  to Peter Grimes,  this avoided any unreasonably complicated  legal 
issues.  











    The  first  time  the  Ped  III  is  visible  in  the Peter Grimes  Fantasy  is  at  bars  23‐28  Figure  53, 
highlighted  in  blue.  The  writing  here  is  instantaneously  redolent  of  Liszt  and  the  great  operatic‐
fantasies and transcriptions of the nineteenth century, with its rhapsodic arpeggiation and virtuoso 
figuration. Conversely, it is surprising to learn that Liszt was not aware of the Ped III until the last few 









with changing harmonies and no confusion. The most  faithful  transcription, note  for note, 
would  remain  incomplete  if  the  musical  interpretation  were  not  considered 
simultaneously.326 









Figure 53. An Excerpt  from Ronald Stevenson’s Peter Grimes Fantasy  (1971) based on  themes  from 











Stevenson  correspondingly  accentuates  the  illusion  of  César  Franck’s  ‘three  hands’  in  his 
Peter Grimes Fantasy by preparing the octave to be held in the Ped III in advance (as shown in Figure 










from  Crabbe’s  epic  prose‐poem—as  he  eloquently  introduces  Grimes'  soliloquy  What  Harbour 
Shelters Peace?  (from Act One) with  the  left‐hand thumb,  in  the  tenor  register.  If  the Ped  III were 
omitted, this passage could have easily been composed and  in print  in the mid‐ to  late‐nineteenth 
century.  
 
Figure 54. An Excerpt  from Ronald Stevenson’s Peter Grimes Fantasy  (1971) based on  themes  from 





    However, as  the Peter Grimes Fantasy evolves  in  line with Britten’s opera, Stevenson uses 
the  Ped  III  to  summon  a  far  darker,  overtly  threatening,  quasi‐orchestral  texture,  which  is 
determinedly entrenched  in  the  twentieth  century. His powerful  cadenza molto agitato, demente, 
from  the  concluding  act  of  Peter  Grimes  (Act  Three)  is  reminiscent  of  the  Shakespearian  ‘Mad 
Scene’. The ffff chord at bar 97—comparable to the loudest dynamic in the Passacaglia on DSCH (bar 
2,239)—is  representative of  the  ‘mob’  from the Opera  (as  shown  in Figure 54, highlighted  in  red). 
This is held by the Ped III, as the seething populace of Crabbe’s illusory ‘Borough’ mercilessly hunts 
the  anguished Grimes  down  in  the  fog.  As  his  self‐torture  to  some  extent  abates,  Grimes  regains 





Figure 55. An Excerpt  from Ronald Stevenson’s Peter Grimes Fantasy  (1971) based on  themes  from 















Figure 56. An Excerpt  from Ronald Stevenson’s Peter Grimes Fantasy  (1971) based on themes  from 





Figure 57. An Excerpt  from Ronald Stevenson’s Peter Grimes Fantasy  (1971) based on  themes  from 
the  Opera,  Peter  Grimes  (1945),  by  Benjamin  Britten  (1913–1976).  (London:  Boosey  and  Hawkes), 
bars 113‐118. 
 
Stevenson  states  that  the  pizzicati  strings  are  ‘not  some  kind  of  Cageian  gimmick,  but 
represents the morning stars coming out  just before dawn’.329 Here, the  influence of Henry Cowell 
can undoubtedly be felt once more, as in the Heroic Sang for Hugh MacDiarmid (1967) that has been 






previously  discussed.  An  even  stronger  influence  is  from  Grainger,  who  would  frequently  silently 




generated  by  subsequently  ‘sounded’  pitches.  Examples  of  the  latter  use  occur  at  the 
beginning  of  Eastern  Intermezzo  (1922)  and  of  the  ‘free  setting’  of  Brahms's  Cradle‐Song 
(Schott / Schirmer, 1923), as well as in bars 140‐143 of Jutish Medley (1928).330  
 
Grainger would  surely have applauded  this breaking of new ground.  From a  theosophical point of 
view,  it  is noteworthy that Stevenson—as a true partisan of the middle‐pedal—uses  it at all of the 
pivotally  important moments  in  the  fantasy.  Firstly,  he  uses  it  to  represent  the  philosophizing  of 
Grimes; then the Angry Mob; later, taking on a more ethereal persona of the non‐human fog‐horn; 
and  finally  the  celestial  form  of  the  ‘the morning  stars  coming  out  just  before  dawn,’331  which  is 
essentially the path that Peter, as protagonist, takes in the Opera. These facets of Grimes’ nature are 






















unusual,  yet  specific  pedal  marking,  to  ‘half  pedal’,332  as  shown  in  his  transcription  of  Sergei 






"the  joint use of all  three pedals and their  interplay with each other”’.335 This aesthetic  is  strongly 
shared  and  advocated  by  Stevenson.  Grainger  even  went  so  far  as  to  write  a  ‘left‐foot  study’  of 
which Stevenson is very much aware and which he uses in his own teaching.336  
 
Figure  58.  Transcription of  In  the  Silence  of  the  Secret Night, Op.  4, No.  3,  by  Sergei  Rachmaninoff 
(1873–1943), trans. Stevenson 1982, published by The Ronald Stevenson Society, Edinburgh, bars 3‐5. 
 


























Similarly, Stevenson’s employment of  the pedals  ‘simultaneously yet  independently’339  is prevalent 
throughout his œuvre. A typical example can be found in his transcription of Ivor Novello’s Fly Home 
Little Heart (from King’s Rhapsody 1949, trans. Stevenson 1980). Here, he combines finger‐pedalling 










with  sustain  pedalling  (as  shown  in  Figure  59,  highlighted  in  green,  bars  17‐19)  to  bring  out  the 
melody  sontuoso  e  caldo  in  tono,340  that  is  shared  between  both  hands.  Once  again,  Stevenson 
exploits the possibility of the sostenuto sustaining a single note (Figure 59, highlighted in blue, bars 
18‐19), although here he combines  it with  the sustaining pedal, marked  independently  (Figure 59, 
highlighted  in  red,  bars  18‐19).  Both  hands  leap  around  between  melody  and  the  delicate 
accompaniment  figures  in  the  highest  register  (Figure  59,  highlighted  in  yellow,  bars  17‐19).  It  is 
precisely  this  combination  of  incisive  figuration  and  meticulous  pedal  markings  that  consistently 
produces a subtle quasi‐orchestral texture, emblematic of Stevenson’s writing.  
    In  order  thoroughly  to  evaluate  pedalling  in  Stevenson’s  composition  it  is  logical  to  delve 
even  deeper  and  study  in  detail  the  workings  of  the  feet  to  fully  appreciate  his  comprehensive 
methodology. One of Stevenson’s finest transcriptions for piano dates from 1981, his reworking of 
Leopold Stokowski’s (1882–1977) transcription of Johann Sebastian Bach’s Komm, süßer Tod, komm 
selge  Ruh,  BWV  478—originally  part  of  the  Sixty‐Nine  Sacred  Songs  edited  by  Georg  Christian 
Schemelli (1678–1762) into the Musicalisches Gesangbuch (1736). Once again, the Bach‐Stokowski‐
Stevenson Komm, süßer Tod  is a transcription of a transcription of a transcription! To acknowledge 
this  fact, Stevenson aspired not  just  to emulate the religious austerity of Bach’s original music—as 
heard  in  the  churches  and  cathedrals  of  Europe  of  the  eighteenth  century—but  also  Stokowski’s 
lush, quasi‐Hollywood, symphonic texture heard on the ‘silver‐screen’ in the twentieth century.341 
The opening bars look deceptively simple. However, Stevenson has internalized the principal 
theme  by  alternately  swapping  the melody  between  the  two  hands  to  give  the  aural  illusion,  yet 
again, of ‘three hands’ (as shown in Figure 61 with the right‐hand in red and the left‐hand blue, bars 
1‐2—discussed at length in Chapter 2.3). 

















exaggerated.  Like  a  sophisticated  illusion  created  by  a  master  conjurer,  the  audience  is  blissfully 
unaware of the tremendous skill needed to create it—the pianist has to have as equal a mastery of 
pedal technique as they would digital dexterity on the keyboard. The intricacy of the ‘pedidexterity’ 












This  is  both  a  sophisticated  and  complex  orchestral  allusion  and  illusion,  delivered  with 
lightning shifts of registration at what is perceived by the listener to be a slow tempo (quaver = 63) 
and  a  very  quiet  dynamic  range  (ppp‐p).  In  fewer  than  two  whole  bars,  there  are  at  least  eight 
changes of pedal and six changes of registration. This sheds light on the enigmatic phrase of Harold 
Taylor—one  of  Stevenson’s  oldest  colleagues  and  supporters—‘Ronald  Stevenson  is  as  much  at 
home with three pedals, six fingers,342 and three hands’.343  
 











one  runs  the  risk  of  there being  too much  information  for  the pianist  to  absorb  from  the written 
score.  If  one  evaluates  two  very  unlikely  comparisons—Iannis  Xenakis’  notoriously  impenetrable 
Herma: Musique  Symbolique  pour  piano  (see  Figure  63)  and  Percy  Grainger’s One More  Day, My 
John (see Figure 64)—it would be a surprise to many that Grainger’s overloaded score is significantly 
less  playable  than  that  of  Xenakis.  The  latter  at  least  has  intelligently  omitted  all  pedalling,  and, 
whilst Xenakis maintains his  trademark meticulous dynamic markings, he  seems aware  that  this  is 
already approaching  the  limit of performable  information.  In  comparison, Grainger preposterously 















thoughtfully designed with his performer very much  in mind.  It  is also worthy of note  that, whilst 
laying  claim  to  the most  detailed  pedal markings,  Stevenson  can,  on  rare  occasion,  also  have  the 
vaguest. One such example can be found as in his transcription of The Ploughboy from the Opera The 




Shield  (1748–1829),  for  ‘Ben  Britten  and  Peter  Pears,’  bars  1‐5  (1787,  trans.  Stevenson  1948), 
published by The Ronald Stevenson Society, Edinburgh, bars 1‐5. 
 
This brief  evaluation  shows  that  Stevenson has unquestionably built  upon  the practices of 




clearly demonstrating a  leap of  faith  in entrusting the  interpreter  to use their  individual discretion 
and  discernment  when  navigating  his  work  on  the  concert  platform.  Inevitably,  he  realizes,  in 
tandem with Banowetz, that ‘the ear alone, rather than a set of printed directions, must always be 
the final guide for an artistic performance’.345  











Stevenson  has  never  forgotten  his  inconspicuous  working‐class  roots—being  almost  wholly 
marooned  as  a  British  contemporary  composer  with  a  proletarian  background—rather  than  a 
product of the more affluent middle classes. He sees this as accounting for the inherent struggle in 
his music:  
I  have  had  to  struggle  for  my  music.  I  am  sure  it  is  a  class  thing.  I  don’t  meet  British 
musicians  from  the  working  class,  really  from  the  proletariat,  at  all.  They  don’t  exist  in 
Britain,  not  in  concert  music  at  any  rate;  you  always  meet  people  from  comfortable 
backgrounds. My childhood was spent to some extent in the Depression years—I was born 
in  1928—and  I  remember  both  my  parents  being  out  of  work.  My  father  was  a  railway 
worker and my mother was a cotton‐weaver.346 
 
Whilst  writing  biographical  entries  on  British  composers  for  the  highly  respected  Italian 
Encyclopedia,  L’Encyclopædia  dello  Spettacolo,  Stevenson  sent  out  ‘a  postcard  questionnaire’  to 
various  colleagues.  He  discovered  that  he  was  the  only  contemporary  British  composer  of  any 
consequence who had working‐class roots: 
The most  interesting  fact  I discovered was  that not one contemporary British composer of 
national  renown  had  a  truly  working‐class  origin.  When  one  considers  the  numerous 
proletarian  poets  and  playwrights  who  have made meteoric  appearances  in  recent  years, 
this circumstance regarding music seems all the stranger.347 
 
Ateş  Orga  writes  of  him  that  ‘he's  a  man  of  the  people,  passionately  remembering  his 
Lancashire/Celtic 'working class origins'—his father was a fireman on the railways, his mother a mill‐
worker, his grandmother a child truck‐pusher in the South Wales coalfield, his grandfather a bargee 
on  the Leeds‐Liverpool Canal’.348 His grandmother  is  ‘commented on  in  the  first of her grandson’s 
Cambrian Cantos for harp’ (1965)349 (as shown in Figure 66), with the second written in recollection 













Genealogical  heredity  and  a  sense  of  identity  are  crucial  to  Stevenson,  as  in  the  title 
Cambrian Canto’s, which is not an allusion to the Cambrian Period of the Paleozoic Era, but instead 
the  Latinization  of  the  Welsh  word  Cymru  for  Wales—Cambria,  where  the  United  Kingdom’s 
Cambrian rocks are most open to the elements.352 It is, in a sense, an apt metaphor for the bedrock 
of  Stevenson’s  own  Celtic  genesis.  Anderson  notes  that  ‘there  is  another  aspect  to  Stevenson’s 
music  that  is  coming  increasingly  to  the  fore,  which  is  that  it  is  espousing  an  explicitly  Celtic 
aesthetic’.353  In  this  respect,  Stevenson  sees  clear  parallels  between  himself  and  Frederick Delius, 
















Arnold  Bax,  and  E.  J.  Moeran  (1894–1950)  and  notes  the  importance  of  being  constant  to  his 
heredity:  
I  think  that  is  very  important.  Delius  had  that,  Bax  had  that,  so  strongly  that  he  actually 
learned  Irish Gaelic,  and  E.  J. Moeran  had  it.  It’s  new  because  it’s  largely  unexplored,  it’s 





I was aware of  the  serious mien of  these plain men. They  seemed  to know  far more  than 
politicians  were  saying,  about  what  was  going  to  happen;  they  knew  war  was  coming—I 
heard  Phrases  bandied  about—the  Spanish  Civil  War  (1936–1939),  [Adolf]  Hitler  (1889‐
1945), [Benito] Mussolini (1983–1945).355 
 






Figure 67.  ‘Glimpse of a War‐Vision’  from Ronald Stevenson’s Passacaglia on DSCH  (1963). (London: 
Oxford University Press), bars 920‐925. 
 
















and  inscribes  ‘In memoriam  the  25.M,’360  i.e.,  the  unprecedented  twenty‐five million  Soviet men, 
women and children who perished throughout the horrific course of the Second World War (1939–
1945).  





The  music  in  the  ‘glimpse  of  a  war  vision’  is  unquestionably  ugly—with  its  plethora  of 
compounded minor‐seconds. Nonetheless, Stevenson’s aesthetic bears an arresting similarity to the 





















1963)  and  the  visual  arts,  particularly with  fellow  pacifist,  the  Spanish  painter  and  sculptor  Pablo 
Picasso  (1881–1973)  and  his  iconic  Guernica  (1937)  wherin  the  the  mood  of  Guernica  is  best 
described  as  unadulterated  outrage  concerning  the  civilian  casualties  of  war.  The  diableria 










In  effect  this  is  Stevenson’s  particularized  cry  for  humanitarian  harmony  as  Picasso’s 
Guernica was ‘his outcry for peace’.363  
 




As  he  was  a  lifelong  pacifist,  Stevenson’s  musical  account  of  the  hideousness  of  war  has 
ancillary  consequence. MacDonald  notes  that, when  asked  to  do  his  national  service  immediately 









In  1947  he  graduated  from  the  Royal  Manchester  College  of  Music  [founded  1893]  with 
special distinction, and soon faced his call up charge for National Service. As a Conscientious 










However,  Stevenson’s  socialist  leanings  had  a  supplementary  consequence  for  him  as  an 
established  composer‐performer.  He  was  one  of  the  extraordinarily  few  artists  to  journey  freely 
behind  the  ‘Iron  Curtain’  and  even  attended  the  Fourth  Congress  of  Soviet  Composers  (1968)  in 
Moscow, as Orga explains: 
As  a  mature  individual,  through  such  Marxist  'comrades‐in‐art'  (one  of  his  favourite 
soubriquets)  as  Alan  Bush  (1900–1995),  Bernard  Stevens  (1916–1983),  and  the  Scottish 
Nationalist  poet  Hugh  MacDiarmid  (1892–1978),  he  culturally  embraced  the  Cold  War 
Communist  bloc—going  to  East  Berlin  in  1963,  touring  East  Germany  in  1966  (a  trip 

















With  such  unwavering  beliefs  and  staunch  humanistic  ideologies—that  as  a  direct  result  of  his 
pacifism, he was even incarcerated for upholding—it seems somewhat inconsistent that Stevenson 
decided to move to South Africa in 1963, especially considering the immeasurable social, economic 
and  political  inequality  of  the  Apartheid  system.370  This  was  devised  by  the  all‐White,  ultra‐right‐
wing Afrikaner‐Nasionale Party and the clandestine, all‐male Afrikaner Broederbond. It is even more 
out  of  the  ordinary,  as  Stevenson  ‘has  always  championed  individual  freedoms,’  and  resultantly 
deserves  investigative study. Stevenson was  introduced to Erik Chisholm (1904–1965), the Head of 
Music  at  the  University  of  Cape  Town  (founded.  1829),  by  his  friend  the  Scottish  poet,  Hugh 
MacDiarmid—the nom de plume of Christopher Murray Grieve (1892–1978). Stevenson remarks that 
Chisholm visited his home, Townfoot House  in West  Linton,  to essentially  ‘head‐hunt’ him  for  the 












Whilst  many  of  Stevenson’s  compositions  have  nationalistic,  humanistic,  and  political 
undertones, he emphatically states that he ‘was never a member of any political party, and had no 










He  does,  however,  acknowledge  the  consequence  of  ‘attending  the meetings  of  any  organization 
that’s prepared to show interest in the arts’. As a result, Stevenson has spoken ‘on the platform of 













I  wrote  a  programme  note  on  my  Passacaglia  that  included  a  quotation  from  [Vladimir] 






Stevenson’s  ‘Symphonic  Variations’  on  the  popular  Bolshevik  slogan  ‘Peace  Bread  and  the 
Land’  of  1917  (as  shown  in  bars  976‐982,  Figure  71)  resulted  in  unnerving  mutterings  by  the 
listeners. 
 











‘to  emergent  Africa,’  (as  shown  in  Figure  72,  bars  1,191‐1,197)  had  a  far  deeper  and  potentially 
perilous  connotation.  In  an  increasingly  volatile  political  climate  this  ultimately  resulted  in  a Suid‐
Afrikaanse Polisie (South African Police, 1913–1994)374 raid of the University of Cape Town: 
That  probably  meant  more  to  the  South  African  representatives,  government 
representatives, or the police, or whoever  it was,  than  'peace, bread and the  land‘. …. The 
very next day,  there was a police  invasion of Erik Chisholm's  study. And  they emptied  the 






















Browning!’  (‘Whenever  I  hear  [the  word]  'culture'  .  .  .  I  remove  the  safety  [catch]  from  my 
Browning!’)376  Nevertheless,  Stevenson  notes  that  on  the  afternoon  of  the  première  of  the 





seven of  his  eight  sons who died within  a  year.  I  recast  this melody  thinking  of  ‘the  child 









Whilst  such  practices  certainly  have  strong  political  undercurrents,  by  far  the  most  radical 
composition from Stevenson’s days in South Africa is a setting he made of a previously unpublished 
miniature,  his  African  Twi‐Tune  (1964).  This  piece  is,  astonishingly,  a  setting  of  the  now‐defunct 
ultra‐right‐wing national anthem of South Africa Die Stem van Suid‐Afrika (1921). This was not only a 





















The  fiercely  pro‐Afrikaner  text  of Die  Stem  van  Suid‐Afrika  (1921) was  initially  an  Afrikaans  poem 
written by C. J. Langenhoven (1873–1932), which was set to music by Reverend Marthinus Lourens 
de Villiers  (1885–1977)  in 1921.378 As South Africa slowly moved towards democratic  freedom, the 




black millions’.379 This  issue came to a head  for  the duration of a  rugby union  test match  in 1992, 
when the wholly white spectator crowd in New Zealand were asked ‘to stand for a minute's silence, 
for victims of township violence in South Africa, but the majority of the crowd replied by singing ‘Die 
Stem’  [van  Suid‐Afrika]’.380  As  the  official  voice  of  the  African  National  Congress  (founded  1912) 
Sakumzi J. Macozoma (b. 1957) responded, saying he was ‘very saddened by the obvious rejection of 
reconciliation, especially  in  the  sporting arena, which  significant elements of  the white population 
seem to be showing’.381 Stephanus Muller notes that the singing of Die Stem van Suid‐Afrika (1921) 
was actively encouraged by  the Conservative party members,  the Transvaal Rugby Football Union 















All  anthems  reflect a  sense of national  identity by  their  implicit design. Whilst unarguably, 
there must have been a tangible solidarity amongst the white supporters at the Springbok / All Black 
test,  it  ended  up  alienating,  fragmenting,  and  tarnishing  the  country’s  already  poor  international 
image in the subsequent media frenzy. The state of affairs deteriorated to such an extent that in the 
1992 Barcelona Summer Olympics, the South African teams who partook had a nonaligned ‘doctored 
Olympic  flag’383—and no anthem at all, using as an alternative,  the Ode an die Freude  (1824)  from 
Beethoven’s  Symphony  No.  9  in  D  minor,  Op.  125  (1824).384  However,  even  then,  not  everyone 
approved. The Hungarian‐born experimental physicist, Professor Nicholas Kurti  (1908–1998) wrote 
the following in a narrow‐minded, intolerant letter to the New York Times in 1991:  
I  trust  that  the  choice  of  Beethoven's  ‘Ode  to  Joy’  as  the  South  African  Olympic  team's 
anthem  (‘Topics  of  the  Times,’  14th  November  1991)  followed  consultation  with  the 
European Community, of which  the  ‘Ode  to  Joy’  is  the official anthem.  I  know of only  two 
cases of shared anthems: (1) between 1871 and 1918, Britain and Germany used the same 
music  for  ‘God Save the Queen/ King’  [anon. c 1745] and  ‘Heil Dir  im Siegerkranz’  [‘Hail  to 
Thee  in Victor's  Crown’]  (2)  In  1919–38, Haydn's music  for  ‘Gott  Erhalte  Franz  den Kaiser’ 





                                                
382 Stephanus Muller, Exploring The Aesthetic of Reconciliation, 1‐2. 
‘Large numbers of  the  seventy  thousand white Springbok  supporters  came  to Ellis Park bearing old 
South African flags. Outside the stadium, right‐wing Conservative Party members distributed flags and 
leaflets  encouraging  the  singing  of Die  Stem  [van  Suid‐Afrika],  while  inside  the  stadium  groups  of 
supporters were, according to Shaun Johnson of The Star, already chanting ‘fok die ANC, fok die ANC’ 














Stevenson  would  not  only  be  the  first  to  disagree  fervently  with  the  above  letter  by 









Figure  74.  Ronald  Stevenson’s  African  Twi–Tune  (1964)  dedicated  to  ‘A.M.  [Alex  Moses]  in  the 


















The  Stevensons  later  arranged  for  Moses  to  relocate  to  the  United  Kingdom,  lending  a  hand  in 
finding him a  suitable  teaching appointment, with his  family  later  joining him. Marjorie Stevenson 
tells us that the idea of the twi‐tune was based on the design of Percy Grainger: 




Stevenson  wrote  supplementary  Graingeresque  ‘twi‐tunes’,  such  as  his  Scots‐Swedish  Twi‐Tune 
fifteen years afterwards in 1979, described by MacDonald as a miniature that ‘entwines the tune of 
The  Bonnie  Banks  of  Loch  Lomond  (trad.  C.  1841)  and  the  Swedish  folk  tune Ack  Värmeland,  du 
Sköna  [from the musical  ‘Vermlandsflickan’  (The Värmlandian Girl,  1846) by Anders Fryxell  (1795–
1881)], with  intriguing harmonic consequences  for  them both’.389 This seems to be as much about 
camaraderie  and  friendship  as  anything  else.  MacDonald  sheds  some  background  light  on  the 
occasion in the following:  





    Whilst both  ‘twi‐tunes’ have obvious parallels,  the consequence of  the African Twi‐Tune  is 
politically  far  more  significant.  Stevenson’s  disgust  at  the  injustice  of  enforced  racial  segregation 
gave him the desire to take it upon himself to audaciously unite the South African National Anthem, 





















the  Bantu  subgroup  of  the  Niger‐Congo  language  family,  occupying  almost  the  entire 
southern projection of the African continent. The classification is primarily linguistic, for the 
cultural  patterns  of  Bantu  speakers  are  extremely  diverse;  the  linguistic  connection, 
however, has given rise to considerable speculation concerning a possible common area of 
origin  of  the  Bantu  peoples,  the  linguistic  evidence  pointing  strongly  to  the  region  of  the 
present‐day Cameroon‐Nigeria border.391  
 
It  is  also  notable  that  the  term  Bantustan  was  ‘designated  by  the  white‐dominated 
government of South Africa as pseudo‐national homelands for the country’s black African (classified 
by the government as Bantu) population during the mid‐to late twentieth century’ and was a ‘major 
administrative device  for  the exclusion of blacks  from the South African political system under the 
policy of apartheid, or racial segregation’.392 The melody of the Bantu National Anthem  (1904) was 
written  by Mankayi  Enouch  Sontmga  (1873‐1905)  in  1904  and  ‘became well  known  throughout  a 
large  part  of  Africa,’  with  the words  translated  into  scores  of  African  languages,  as well  as  being 
‘officially  adopted  by  Tanganyika  as  its  National  Anthem  on  the  achievement  of  independence  in 
1961’.393  
    In  his African  Twi‐Tune,  it  seems most  plausible  that  Stevenson  dedicated  it  to Moses  by 
initials  alone,  in  all  likelihood  (one  assumes)  to  safeguard  him—as  resetting  a  national  anthem  is 
perilous  at  the best  of  times,  but  uniting  it with  another  has dangerous political  undertones.  This 
was exceedingly dangerous at the height of Apartheid in 1964, especially considering that there was 










even  a  ban  on  ‘racially‐integrated  music  groups’394  at  the  time.  One  has  to  wonder  what  the 
authorities would have made of a ‘racially integrated’ anthem? 
    Stevenson  notes  that  Grainger  similarly  once  ‘wrote  a  satire  of  the  Norwegian  national 
anthem  (Sønner  av  Norge,  1819)  in  his  incidental  music  to  Gunnar  Heiberg’s  (1857–1929)  play 
Folkeraadet (The People’s Parliament), that created a riot in the Christiana Theatre in 1897.’395 One 
must keep in mind that Breyten Breytenbach (b. 1939) was imprisoned for seven years in 1975 with 
the  charge  of  ‘high  treason’.396  This  was  due  to  Breytenbach  not  only  being  a  committed  vocal 
opponent to the Apartheid system but also for marrying a woman of Vietnamese origin—a criminal 
offence  under  the  preposterous  Prohibition  of  Mixed  Marriages  Act397  (1949)  and  the  equally 
ludicrous Immorality Act (1950).398  
    It  is  both  ironic  and  prophetic  of  Stevenson’s  work  that  the  present  National  Anthem  of 
South  Africa  is  an  amalgamation  of Nkosi  Sikelel’  iAfrika  and Die  Stem  van  Suid‐Afrika,  in  a  free 
country  that  was  after  all,  Stevenson’s  optimistic  expectation  for  ‘S.  A  in  the  future’.  The 
multilanguage  verses  are  in  isiXhosa,  isiZulu,  Sesotho, Afrikaans  and  English.  The  final  lines  of  the 
new anthem are:  ‘sound the call  to come together, united we shall stand,  let us  live and strive for 
freedom,  in  South  Africa  our  land’.399  Stevenson  shows  an  empathy  in  his  African  Twi‐Tune  for 









399  Official  South  African  Presidency  Website,  The  National  Anthem,  Republic  of  South  Africa: 
http://www.thepresidency.gov.za/pebble.asp?relid=265: 


















It  is  ironic that  it was Stevenson’s time in Cape Town that fueled an ever  increasing fascination for 









McDonald notes  that, whilst  Scottish  classical music had  ‘suffered a  long decline  since  the 
Renaissance,  when  the  masses  and  motets  of  the  Canon  of  Scone,  Robert  Calver  (1487–1566), 
attained  a  peak  of  polyphonic  genius  fully  comparable  with  the  greatest  of  his  European 
contemporaries.’402  There were,  nonetheless  ‘a  long  line  of  decent  sub‐Romantic  composers  from 
Hammish McCunn (1868–1916) to George McIlwham (b. 1926)’. However, they only had a ‘modicum 
                                                                                                                                                  
that starts in one key and finishes in another.  
The lyrics employ the five most populous of South Africa's eleven official languages ‐ isiXhosa [first stanza, first 
two  lines],  isiZulu  [first  stanza,  last  two  lines],  seSotho  [second  stanza], Afrikaans  [third  stanza]  and English 
[final stanza]. Nkosi Sekelel'  iAfrika was composed in 1897 by Enoch Sontonga, a Methodist schoolteacher.  It 
was  originally  sung  as  a  church  hymn  but  later  became  an  act  of  political  defiance  against  the  apartheid 
Government. Die Stem van Suid‐Afrika/The Call of South Africa was written by C.J. Langenhoven (1918).  ‘Die 
Stem’ was the co‐national anthem with God Save the King/Queen [anon. c 1745] from 1936 to 1957, when it 









of BBC  [British Broadcasting Corporation,  founded 1927]  airtime and manifested a patina of  Scots 
local colouring’.403  
These words are exceedingly apt, as a patina is only the mere surface—a superficial pseudo‐
Scottish,  dermal  sheen.  However,  in  following  the  epidermical  annology  further  still,  what  of  the 
subcutaneous  stratum?  Stevenson  recollects  ‘an  occasion  in  the  early  1960’s when  television  and 
radio  gave  some  prominence  to  an  address  by  the  then  head  of  BBC  (British  Broadcasting 
Corporation,  founded 1927) Music  in Scotland, Watson Forbes (1909–1997),  in which he  lamented 
that Scotland’s composers had yet to come to terms with the wonderful heritage of folk‐music. He 
called for a ‘Mac Dvořák’ to create a national musical language’.404 Similarly, MacDonald notes that 
‘what  Scotland  really  lacked,  I  was  sure was  a  ‘McBartók, who  from  the  rich  heritage  of  our  folk 
music might fashion a truly twentieth‐century, yet fundamentally Scots, idiom that could enrich the 
main stream of European music in our time’.405  
Parallels  are  often  drawn between  Stevenson  and Bartók, who  could without  difficulty  be 
seen as a ‘McBartók’ or ‘Mac Dvořák’. John Ogdon (1937–1989), noted that, ‘John K. Boulton, writing 
in  the Halle Magazine,  found Ronald’s monumental Passacaglia  on DSCH  (1963)  close  in  idiom  to 
Béla  Bartók  (1881–1945),  and  I  often  feel  this  to  be  very  true—also  for  instance,  in  his A Wheen 
Tunes  for Bairns  tae Spiel  (1964)’.406  This  is no  idle  commentary,  as Ogdon was  intimately  familiar 
with Stevenson’s work, as well as the entire œuvre of Béla Bartók, and gave the British première of 
the  Passacaglia  on  DSCH  at  the  1966  Aldeburgh  Festival  (established  1948)407  as  well  as  the 
























The  purer way  is  to  use  only  harmony  derived  from  the  notes  of  the melody.  This  is  the 
method used by Kodály.  It  is  like allowing a plant  to grow  in  it own kind of soil. The other 
way is to use harmony notes, which are not in the melody. This is the method used by Percy 




As well as a  lack of understanding about how effectively  to set  folk music, Stevenson sees 
that there is also a deficiency of serious amalgamation with classical composition because of ‘much 
British music  criticism’  being  ‘uncomfortable  with  folk  content  in  concert music’.411  However,  the 
cause of the predicament might be a lack of confidence in Scottishness itself and a distinct national 
identity  as  a  whole.  Stevenson  is  saddened  that  ‘Scotland  tends  to  forget  her  own  people—they 
even  forgot  Robert  Louis  Stevenson—there  is  no monument  to  him  in  Edinburgh,  the  city  of  his 













birth!’412  He  also  will  often  quote  ‘Hugh  MacDiarmid’s  obiter  dictum  that  ‘Scotland  is  the  most 









as,  for  example,  Scottish  Gàidhlig  music  (the  great  bagpipe  music,  the  piobaireachd)  relative  to 
Lowland Scottish music’. He continues: 
The musics of the Polish and the Scottish Highlands are complex and ‘weird’ and totally new 
to  the  outsider.  The  received  parameters  of  ‘nice,’  ‘jolly,’  easy  folk  music  simply  do  not 




Mòr’.  This  is  incorporated  into  the  Passacaglia  on  DSCH  (bars  723‐757,  ‘Lament  for  the  Children’ 
1963, as shown earlier  in Figure 73 (see Chapter 5.2). Orga describes the primary characteristics of 
the  Ceòl Mòr  in  the Passacaglia  on  DSCH  as  being  a  demonstrable  absorption  of  Gàidhlig music, 
which  contains  a  sophisticated  assortment  of  stylized  colours  and  an  array  of  atmospheres  and 


















Its  stylization  of  drones,  frequent  minor/major  third  (F  /  F♯)  clashes  suggestive  of  pipe 
tuning,  and  expressive  translation  of  the  ‘warbler’  or  grace‐notes  typical  of  good  Pibroch 






establish  a  body  having  functions  exercisable  with  a  view  to  securing  the  status  of  the  Gaelic 
language as an official  language of Scotland commanding equal respect to the English language,’418 
even  though  it  has  been  spoken  since  at  least  the  fourth  century.419  It  was  introduced  by  early 
settlers from Ireland, and may even,  in all possibility, predate the Roman occupation of England  in 
AD 43.420 Robert Dunbar notes  that  successive  censuses have  shown a  ‘relatively  sharp decline’  in 
the number of Gàidhlig speakers in Scotland.421  
The weightiness of attention to the Gàidhlig language in the United Kingdom was noted too 
by  Stevenson,  as  early  as  the  late  1960’s,  who—whilst  was  on  holiday  in  the  Hebridean 
Archipelago—decided to ‘carry out an experiment’ with a transistor radio: 






















What  broadcasts,  I  asked  myself,  were  immediately  relevant  to  the  Gàidhlig‐speaking 
community? This restricted my listening to Radio 4 (Scotland) [FM: 92.8‐94.7 MHz, founded 
1978] and, reduced to basics, meant: how much Gàidhlig music was broadcast in the week’s 
music?  Damned  little.  Precisely  one  hour  and  twenty‐five  minutes  out  of  a  total  of  one‐
hundred‐and‐nineteen hours of broadcasting time.422  
 
Stevenson  observes  that  the  Gàidhlig  indigenous  music  was  seldom  treated  with  respect,  noting 
that,  ‘far  too  many  songs  are  accompanied  on  the  piano  when  they  would  be  better 
unaccompanied,’  often with  ‘third‐rate piano accompaniments  .  .  .  gauchely played, by a non‐BBC 
pianist,  Honky‐tonk  kings  of  the  céilidhs’.  Stevenson  notes  that  Scotland’s  vast  hidden  wealth  of 
indigenous music needs careful handling, as it can easily degenerate into ‘tasteless arrangements of 
good tunes—like wholesome food execrably cooked’. 
Stevenson will  often  let  a melody  speak  for  itself  by  leaving  it  unaccompanied—as  in  the 
opening bars of his  fifteen minute A Rosary of Variations  (1980) on  the  Irish  Folk Mass of  Seán Ó 
Riada  (1831–1971)  (as  shown  in  Figure  76,  bars  1‐7).  Here  he  makes  an  astute  decision  not  to 
bastardize  an  already  unflawed  melody,  using  the  pedal  instead  to  contour  the  vocal  line—as  a 
potter would draw clay—rather than risk musical sacrilege. He argues against the use of ‘technicolor 
scoring,’ which consist of clichéd, incessant ‘flute arabesques and other aberrations erasing a simple 
tune’.  He  succinctly  concludes  that  such  treatment  of  Gàidhlig  music  is,  ‘The  Rape  of  Euterpe—
Caledonian style’.423  










on  an  Irish  Folk  Mass  by  Seán  Ó  Riada  (1831–1971),  published  by  The  Ronald  Stevenson  Society, 
Edinburgh, bars 1‐7. 
 
MacDonald  contends  that  it  was  throughout  the  course  of  his  ‘Hebridean  forays  that 
Stevenson really began to study  the Great Music  (Ceòl Mòr) of  the highland bagpipe at  first hand, 
talking and  listening to pipers  in their crofts,’424 which  ‘impressed him far more than the efforts of 
any  contemporary  Scots  ‘classical’  composer  of  his  acquaintance’.425  In  this  ‘hands  on’  qualitative 
ethnographical study, Stevenson has a considerable amount in common with Percy Grainger whom, 








    Stevenson  saw  the  ‘genuine’  Gàidhlig  folk  singing  encountered  on  his  ethnomusicological 
forays as being incomparable to the sanitized radio illustrations, wryly stating that he ‘felt like Brillat‐

















on  an  Irish  Folk  Mass  by  Seán  Ó  Riada  (1831–1971),  published  by  The  Ronald  Stevenson  Society, 
Edinburgh, bars 175–185. 
 
The  influence  of  the  warbling  vocal  lamentation  of  true  Gàidhlig  folk  singing  has  distinct 
echoes  of  the  melodious  chanter  reed  of  the  Great  Highland  Bagpipes  (a'  phìob  mhòr)  and  can 
undoubtedly be felt in the filigree writing of the Marche Funèbre in Stevenson’s Keening Sang for a 
















Bartók’s  interest  in  ethnomusicography, with his  intensive  reconnaissance  tours of  the Carpathian 
Basin—collecting folk music from Hungary, Slovenia, Romani, and Bulgaria as well as later ‘Moldavia, 


















terse,  acerbic  parallelism and  right‐hand pentatonicism  combined with  the biting bitonality  of  the 
left.  However,  here  there  is  also  a  distinctly  Scottish  flavour,  reflecting  a  perceptive  remark  that 
Yehudi  Menuhin  (1916–1999)  once  made  to  Stevenson  likening  the  concert  violinist  to  ‘a 
domesticated  animal’ when  compared with  the  ‘Scots  fiddler,’  noting  that  ‘the  kennel  dog  always 
has a yen for his friend the prairie dog’.432  




five  years  in  the  pipeline,  having  first  been  conceived  by  Stevenson  at  the  suggestion  of  Hugh 










MacDiarmid  (1892–1978)  whilst  ‘presenting  a  score  of  the  Passacaglia  on  DSCH  to  Dmitri 





The  opening  few  bars—a  simple  unaccompanied  melody—are  the  basic  raw  material,  of 
what would be called the ùrlar in pipe music. But they are sung in two different, conflicting 




Figure  80. Stevenson  presenting  a  score  of  the Passacaglia  on DSCH  to Dmitri  Shostakovich  at  the 
1962  Edinburgh  Festival.  Ronald  Stevenson  (left),  Dmitri  Shostakovich  (1906–1975)  (centre),  Hugh 
MacDiarmid (1892–1978) (Right). Photographer: Paul Schilabeer, Reprinted with kind permission, The 
Ronald  Stevenson  Society,  Edinburgh,  Exception  to  Copyright,  Section  ss  40,  103C,  Research  or 
Study.434 
 














[Sorabji:]  Don’t  be  silly!  What  vernacular?  And  whose?’  followed  by  a  response  to  the 
statement concerning Christ, ’Christ did not. He spoke Aramaic. This was not a dialect!435  
     
Semantically  distinguishing  between  and  an  accent  and  a  dialect  seems  pedantic  in  this 
instance.  Nonetheless  Stevenson,  unlike  Sorabji,  consciously  writes  from  a  distinctly  Scottish 
foundation.  James  Macmillan’s  (b.1959)  proclamation  of  In  Praise  of  Ben  Doran  (2009)  as  being 




until  it  has  realised  it—Scotland  hasn’t’.  Nonetheless,  whilst  he  willfully  writes  from  a  Scottish 
aesthetic, he also acknowledges that all great art aspires to transcend nationalism moving towards a 
Beethovenian universality. This is nowhere more evident than in his statement that, ‘I think that all 
great  art  aspires  beyond  nationalism,  as  an  exploration  of  occult  regions  of  experience’437  and 
warrents further academic inquiry.  












If  one  looks  at  Stevenson’s  two  prime  compositional  influences,  Ferruccio  Busoni  and  Percy 
Grainger, it is fascinating to examine Stevenson’s remark that Busoni was ‘a moral idealist who had 
expounded  the  principles  of Marxism  to German workers  on  street‐corners  in  Leipzig,  and whose 
pacifism  led  him  to  voluntary  exile  in  Switzerland  during  the  First World War’.438  Percy  Grainger 
likewise was  equally  as  egalitarian  believing  in  the  ‘true  democratization  of music,  and  of making 
music in all its many varieties, accessible to all’.439 












rot  set  in with  [Vladimir]  Lenin  (1870–1924),  not  just with  [Joseph]  Stalin  (1878–1953);  I  am now 
very  interested  in  [Aleksandr]  Solzhenitsyn’s  (1918–2008)  ideas  about  the  Soviet  Union’.442 
MacDonald  sees  the  key  to  understanding  this  facet  of  Stevenson’s  creative  psyche  as  a  quasi‐


















the  globe,  and  an  indefatigable  ethnomusicologist,  who  has  incorporated  elements  of  Indian, 




genres  integrated  into  the  Passacaglia  on  DSCH  (1963),  he  notes  that  they  were  all  absorbed 
experientially rather than academically: 
The  content  of  the  music  refers  to  different  national  intonations:  a  pibroch;  a  Russian 
revolutionary march; a Spanish fandango; African drumming; and the severe German fugal 
style  of  Bach.  These  have  all  been  absorbed  experientially:  I  mean  by  getting  out  among 
people, not by incarcerated contemplation of a sheet of paper or a spool of tape. I absorbed 
the pibroch  from  the performance of Highland pipers heard  in  Scottish  crofts;  the Russian 
revolutionary  march,  from  the  movement  of  crowd  scenes  in  Eisenstein  films;  Spanish 
dancing, from observations made at Las Palmas; the African drumming, from a performance 














South Africa’ where the  ‘European‐based staff  .  .  .  thought  it was a waste of  time to study African 
music’.447 Conversely,  it was his  interest  in the music of the vast African continent, with  its distinct 
regional idiosyncrasies, as well as an acute homesickness for Scotland, that helped him aesthetically 
move towards ‘the idea of finding coalescent points in the music of different peoples’.448 






This  maxim  aspires  to  transcend  political  ideology  and  dogma.  Stevenson  has  done  this 
throughout  his  long  career  by  amalgamating  and  combining  disparate musics—that  unexpectedly 
cross‐fertilize each other: this is, in essence, at the very core of his creative intellect.  


















entire  piano  repertoire,  a  substantial  amount  of  Stevenson’s  music  is  paradoxically  built  upon 
minuscule motifs and cryptograms. The Passacaglia on DSCH (1963) is the most obvious example—
described by Ateş Orga  as  ‘arguably  the most  concentrated example of motif  development  in  the 




paradoxically, Stevenson also seems to challenge himself when he says that  it  is  ‘harder to write a 
miniature  than  an  epic’.453  How  are  both  these  statements  reconcilable?  Stevenson  clarifies  that, 
















it as  ‘not  the  false romanticism that hankers after  the past,’ but  instead that which  ‘transforms or 
develops  it’.  He  clarifies  further,  taking  a  quasi‐Beethovenian  stance—that  he  sees  the  individual 
human figures of  ‘Che Guevara [1928–1967], Yuri Gagarin [1934–1968] and Neil Armstrong [1930–
2012]’ as ‘bigger romantic figures than any in the nineteenth century’.456  
    With  specific  reference  to  the  passage  in  the  Passacaglia  on  DSCH  with  the  expressive 
marking ‘with a Gagarinesque sense of space,’ (con un senso di spazio quasi Gagarinesco—as shown 
in Figure 81, highlighted in red, bar 2,178) Stevenson continues ascertaining that whilst ‘music can’t 
tell  anything  about  Gagarin,’  it  certainly  can  express  ‘the  sphere  of  reason’.  This  demonstrates 
Stevenson’s intellectual ability to cross‐fertilize ideas and ideals across an exceptionally wide array of 
disciplines—herein  citing  the  work  of  the  multifaceted,  all‐round  genius  and  ‘father  of 
biogeochemistry’—Vladimir  Vernadsky  (1863–1945).457  He  notes  that  Vernadsky’s  philosophical 
‘noösphere’,  is ‘expanding to outer space,’ affirming that, ‘music can certainly express the emotion 
behind  this’.458  In  a  similar  vein  to  Verdansky’s  noösphere,  MacDonald  incisively  remarks  that  ‘a 
Gagarinesque’  sense  of  space  is  indeed  ‘the  widest  horizon  of  all,’459  which  correlates  with  the 
conviction  that Stevenson’s  ‘art  is often enshrined  in  the miniature—though miniature only  in  the 






















length’—share  the  same  creative  goal  as  his  more  significant  ones.461  These  are  often  subtly  yet 
inextricably, allied. One useful example is the extraordinary ‘drumming,’—directly on the strings of 
the piano with the palms of the hands—in the ‘emergent Africa’ section of the Passacaglia on DSCH 
(1963)  (see  Chapter  5.2,  Figure  72).  This,  in  turn,  is  interrelated—philosophically  more  than 




















miniature  and  the  monumental  is  imperative  in  considering  his  compositional  process,  and  the 
closely  related  use  of  cryptography  and  his  Schumannesque  intrigue  with  cipher—all  of  which 
abound in his œuvre. These can be seen as the creative building blocks of his innovative designs. An 
example  is  the  thorny,  quasi‐nucleotide,  dodecaphonic  tone‐row  of  his  fiendishly  complex Motus 
Perpetuus  (?)  Temporibus  Fatalibus  (1988), which  is  likened  by  Stevenson  to  a  solitary  strand  of 
‘compositional  DNA’.463  Deoxyribonucleic  acid  (C232N92O139P22)  is  constituted  of  Hydrogen  (1H), 




The parallels  between  the  two models  are  striking.  Like  the double helix  strand,  all  of  the 
individual monograms act as individual ancillary motifs, capable of innumerable permutations within 






to mould or,  rather,  twist  itself  to  fit  the needs of  the program. Thus  turned aside, at  the 
outset,  from  the  path  traced  by  nature,  it  finally  arrives  at  a  wholly  unexpected  climax, 
whither  it  has  been  led,  not  by  its  own  organization,  but  by  the  way  laid  down  in  the 
program, or the action, or the philosophical idea.464  
 

















Stevenson’s own  far‐reaching  treatment of motifs—especially  the DSCH  (D, E♭ C, B) motif, 
which  appears  in  the  Passacaglia  on  DSCH  in  every  conceivable  guise—certainly  has  much  in 
common with  Ludwig  van  Beethoven’s  ingenious  practices,  the  idée  fixe  of  Hector  Berlioz  (1803–
1869), Franz Liszt’s  thematic transformation, and Richard Wagner’s elaborate use of  leitmotifs—all 
of which logically resulted in Arnold Schoenberg’s exploration into dodecaphony.  
    Stevenson  notes  that  in  Beethoven’s  case,  it  is  ‘the  force  and  rhythmic  impact  of  a 
Beethoven motif that provides the propulsive power, driving the music through its course from first 
note  to  last,’466  and  which  is  likewise  the  unambiguous  driving  force  behind  the  omnipresent, 
indefatigable ground‐bass in the Passacaglia on DSCH, which laboriously took Stevenson ‘a year‐and‐











a massive  symphonic  structure built  from  the motif.  It was  a method of  composition  that 
only an exceptional willpower could pursue, and thus it is not surprising that the willpower 




shown  in  Figure 83), with  the  indissoluble  links of  the endless  replication being highlighted  in  red 
and blue, bars 1‐19. It is composed of an eight bar phrase wherein the concluding D♮ of the eighth 
bar  is  simultaneously  the  primary  note  of  the  repetition.  Like  an  omnipresent  motivic  chain,  it 






































emblematic serpent of ancient Egypt and Greece, represented with  its tail  in  its mouth continually 
devouring  and  being  reborn  from  itself,’471  that  subsequently  became  a  critical  motif  for  Celtic 
ethnicity and culture as a whole in the Cencrastus.472 The Encyclopædia Britannica’s definition of this 
ancient  antediluvian  icon  (as  shown  in  Figure  85)  could  equally  be  applied  to  Stevenson’s 
management of the D, E♭ C, B motif in the Passacaglia on DSCH—‘Gnostic and alchemical,’ as well as 





















material  and  background:  a  landmark  not  only  of  Stevenson’s  creative  development,  but  in  the 
history  of  the  piano’.476  Stevenson  himself  said  of  the  piece,  ‘demonstrably  the work  has  a more 
varied  range  of  rhythmic  and  melodic  intonations,  harmonic  and  contrapuntal  structures,  piano 










technique  and  complexes of  form  than  any other  single movement  in  piano  literature’.477  He  also 
repeatedly  stresses  that  his  principal  wish  is  to  communicate  with  all  people,  likeminded  or 
otherwise: 
I'm  a  composer who wishes  to  identify  himself with  his  own  people  and  to  communicate 





mind’  and  that  of  the  musically  educated  ‘academic’  analyst,  they  will  both,  to  all  intents  and 
purposes, reach the same conclusion when listening to a Beethoven Symphony. The same argument 
could be applied to the Passacaglia on DSCH:  
What  the  musically  untutored  but  responsive  mind  perceives  in  Beethoven—the 
phenomenal,  almost  daemonic  rhythmic  motivation—is  only  the  synthesis  of  what  the 
trained  musician  analyses  as  thematic,  motivic  development.  The  fact  that  the  word 





Ateş  Orga  notes  that  Stevenson’s  use  of motivic  development  is  so  endemic  in  his  piano 
music  that  through  its use he has  ‘suggested the symphonic,  imagined the orchestral, essayed the 
abstract,  the  descriptive,  the  worldly;  he  has  dreamt  dreams  miniature  and  monumental,’  from 
which the title of this chapter  is unapologetically appropriated.480 However, whilst the Passacaglia 
on DSCH  includes  a  set  of  ‘Symphonic  Variations’  (as  shown  in  Figure  71,  Chapter  5.2),  it  is  often 
noticed that Stevenson has never fashioned a Symphony. In this respect, Stevenson bears similarities 





















































They  are  also  all  hewn  from  identical  source material—the  ‘DSCH’ motif.  In  the  case  of  the  first 
movement, which is a reworking of the original solo piano composition Recitative and Air on DSCH 
(1974),  Stevenson  notes  that  it  was  commissioned  by  the  Union  of  Soviet  Composers  for,  what 
would have been, Dmitri Shostakovich’s (1906–1975) seventieth birthday:  





The  Recitative  and  Air  is  poetically  described  by  David  Hackbridge  Johnson  as  ‘a  satellite’—
presumably  to  its  massively  larger  planetary‐giant—the  Passacaglia  on  DSCH.486  Stevenson  states 
that it was astonishingly written in its entirety ‘on a four hour train journey’487 and that ‘it is a strictly 






the  DSCH  motif  in  the  Recitative  and  Air  on  DSCH,  there  are,  in  fact,  only  twenty‐four  possible 
permutations, all of which appear in this miniature masterpiece. The achievable permutations of the 
DSCH  motif  can  be  worked  out  mathematically  using  a  straightforward  algorithmic  formulae  (as 
shown  in  Figure  86)  and  clearly  visualized  in  a  simple  tree  diagram  (as  shown  in  Figure  87). 













































In  the  second  movement  of  the  Sinfonia  Elegiaca,  the  warbling  of  the  Gàidhlig  Great 
Highland Bagpipes is appropriately evoked by its far‐removed orchestral progeny, the Cor Anglais (as 













Passacaglia on DSCH, which  is described by Stevenson as  ‘a Pietà‐like meditation after  tragedy’.491 
The original  ‘Tribute  to Bach’  from  the Passacaglia on DSCH  is  founded upon  the  famous opening 
motif of Bach’s Toccata and Fugue in D Minor, BWV 565 (as shown in Figure 90, highlighted in red). 
However,  it  is  ironic that since 1981 the provenance of the most recognized work ever written for 
organ is being seriously questioned as being the work of Johann Sebastian Bach at all, which would 
make  an  absorbing  study  in  itself.492 When  the  current  author  quizzed  Stevenson  concerning  the 
legitimacy of the authorship of the Toccata and Fugue in D Minor, BWV 565, he replied that, whilst he 

















    In Stevenson’s  ‘Tribute to Bach’, he uses only  the  immediately recognizable melodic motif, 
with its stylized ornament and descending scale, as an allusion to his great predecessor. However, he 
answers  the  phrase  in  a  very  different way  to  the  original  (as  shown  in  Figure  91, with  the motif 
highlighted in red and the all‐pervading Ground‐Bass highlighted in blue, bars 1,460‐1,464).  
















When  the  current  author worked  on  the Passacaglia  on  DSCH  with  Stevenson  in  the  late 
1990’s,  his  pencil  additions  in  the  score  shed  fascinating  light  on  his  current  re‐working.  He  has 
humorously written (whilst slightly hard to decipher) ‘espressivo—not an express train’ (highlighted 
in  blue)—curtailing  the  author’s  (then)  youthful  enthusiasm  for  bravura,  reiterated  with  his 
instruction  ‘not  brilliantly’  (highlighted  in  blue)  desiring  a  significantly  more  dignified,  languid 
approach than was first presented to him.  












Renaissance  masterwork  of  Michelangelo  Buonarroti  (1475–1564),  carved  between  1498–1499, 









All  three works are concerned with  the  subject of  loss—in Michelangelo’s  case a mother’s 
loss of  a  child, which  relates  closely  to a  father’s  loss  in  the earlier  lament  for  the  children,  based 







Carrara  marble,  the  work  of  Stevenson’s  anvil  is  forged  from  the  all‐encompassing  DSCH  motif, 
united  and  strengthened  by  the  BACH  (B♭,  A,  C,  B)  cryptogram.  This  easily  fuses  together  like  a 




Whilst  this whole work  is an orchestration of piano pieces, Stevenson sees  that, paradoxically,  the 
piano itself can help him with orchestration, as he has always written for  it orchestrally  in the first 




    Stevenson  is  living testament to this  ‘life‐study,’ still  re‐working, adapting and reevaluating 
his  own  craft  and  music,  now  in  the  middle  of  his  eighth  decade.  It  is  remarkable  that  he  will 
interweave new motivic  ideas  (as  shown  in Figure 94, highlighted  in  red)  in  the  first‐violins, which 
are not present in the original Passacaglia on DSCH (1963), whilst the harp and piano share equally 
the principal material (highlighted in yellow) in a masterful re‐figuration of the original source.  


















the  best  of  the  current  writer’s  knowledge,  this  selfsame  section  has  the  almost  illogically 










by  a  chorale  for  peace  on  clarinets,  bassoons,  divisi  strings  and  organ  pedal’.  He  attentively 
contoured  the  crescendo  gigantesco  in  his  own  performances  and  two  recordings  with masterful 
prowess, yet in his re‐working he affixes weight to the orchestral sound by the use of divisi strings, 
making the orchestral force seem substantially broader than it already is. He notes that as a child—
whilst  listening  to  a  recording  of  Edward  Elgar  conducting  the  London  Symphony Orchestra  in  his 
Serenade  for  Strings  in  E Minor, Op.  20  (1892)—he  realized  that  clever  use  of divisi  strings  could 
make an orchestra sound ‘bigger’ than it actually was: 
Certain  passages  in  the  Larghetto  were  so  intense  that  I  could  have  sworn  that  brass 
















1927,  bars  1‐3).  In  Stevenson’s  case,  he  takes  dedications  to  their  logical  extreme,  such  as  in  his 

















Nevertheless,  whilst  motifs  are  of  great  consequence  to  Stevenson,  they  really  are,  in 
essence, only a compositional ‘means to an end’.502 He once incisively acknowledged that ‘music of 
limited range is that which postulates cross‐note puzzles, the misconception of music as a blueprint 
or  computerized  game  of  spot‐the‐motif  or  as  an  IQ  test  in  identifying  permutations  or 
palindromes’.503  It  is  imperative  to note  that  in  the  recent Sinfonia Elegiaca,  the dedication  in The 
Lament  for  the  Children,  is  no  longer  to  ‘child  victims  of  Nazism’504  (as  noted  in  Chapter  5.2,  see 
Figure 73, originally  found  in  the Passacaglia on DSCH)  but has now grown  to be universal.  It  has 










change  therefore  is  as  much  an  aesthetic  development  of  motif,  in  all  senses  of  the  word,  as  a 
musical one. 
Utilizing  a  twenty‐first  century  terminology,  it  can  be  stated  that,  at  his  most  succinct, 
Stevenson  astutely  uses  his material  to  act  as  a  philosophical  or  aesthetic meme.506  It  replicates, 




a  compositional  idea  can  simultaneously  spawn  elemental  results  of  the most  condensed  or  epic 
proportions.  
Whilst Stevenson’s use of motivic development as the initial creative sparks and microcosmic 
building‐blocks of his creative  life  force  is beguiling, equally as  spellbinding at  the opposite end of 
the  spectrum  is  his  conception  of  structural  design  on  a  macrocosmic  scale.  Here  he  utilizes 
























concepts’.  He  notes  too  that  it  is  ‘a  difference  of  view  determined  by  geographic  and  cultural 
background—Grainger  as  an  Australian  had  a  ‘great  wide  open  spaces’  idea  of  music  whilst 
European musicians,  living with  urban  architecture,  and writing music  in  terms  of  the  acoustic  of 
cathedrals  and  concert  halls,  have  inevitably  thought  of  music  as  architectonic’.508  Regarding  his 
Passacaglia in DSCH, he adds that he hopes it ‘coalesces both concepts: music as flow, and music as 
architecture’.509 The  flow of  the work  is obviously achieved as a  result of  the previously discussed 
motivic‐chain  in  the  ground  bass,  but  what  of  the  architecture?  The  overall  form  of  the  work  is 
immense,  but  like  the  notion  of  cryptographic  motifs  being  correlated  to  DNA  (as  previously 
discussed,  see Figure 97,  in Chapter 6.2),  so  the  larger  structure can be broken down  into  smaller 






Carl  Linnæus  [1707–1778]  in  fugue  and  counterpoint,  the  age  of  the  enlightenment  in 
sonata‐form reaching its apogee in the Eroica [Beethoven’s Symphony No. 3 in E♭ major, Op. 















in  Figure  96),  all  of  the  above‐mentioned  forms  can  indeed  be  found  in  the  overall  gargantuan 























and  aspiring,  and  contrasts  that  with  the  Cencrastus,  the  Celtic  snake,  its  tail  in  its  mouth,  the 
completeness of the circle (total variation)’.512 This  immediately relates to the previously discussed 
ancient Ouroboros  and  Theodoros  Pelecanos’  Serpiente  alquimica  (see  Figure  85  in  chapter  6.2). 
However, whilst this relates to Grainger’s ‘ribbon form,’ what of other ancient architectural models: 






is  the arithmetic conception of  the  ‘Golden Section’ evident  in  the structure of  the Passacaglia on 
DSCH when taken as a whole?  
If  one  partitions  the work  into  its  three  ancillary,  though unbroken,  sections—Pars  Prima, 




three  fugues  themselves,  wherein  the  three  subjects  eventually  syndicate  and  ‘are  heard  in 
contrapuntal combination within the ground’ 513  in the Third Fugue: Dies Irae, when all the themes 
eventually  combine  (highlighted  in  red  in  Figure  98).  Anderson  describes  that  as  ‘that  mediaeval 
reminder of God's wrath, in memory of the six million Jews slaughtered by the Nazis’.514  
 


















elements  from  Ferruccio  Busoni’s  Klavierübung  in  Zehn  Büchern  can  unmistakably  be  felt  in 
Stevenson’s  most  monumental  work.  This  is  perhaps  best  explained  by  Busoni’s  adage  that  ‘the 
acquirement  of  a  technique  is  nothing  else  than  the  fitting  of  a  given  difficulty  to  one’s  own 
capacities,’515 which,  in  Stevenson’s  case,  has  been  the  ‘absorbed  acquirement  of  a  technique’  as 
both  a  composer  and  performer.  Surprisingly,  there  has  been  no  previous  ‘cross‐referencing’ 
between both works in existent scholarly endeavour. If one examines Figure 99, these are the only 
two  instances  of  such  a  figuration  of  which  the  current  author  is  aware—with  the  scalic  chordal 
passages  being  facilitated  with  the  ‘passing  under’  of  the  right‐hand  thumb  and  second  fingers 
(Klavierübung, Zweites Buch: Von Tonleitern abgeleitete Formen, bars 5‐10, and the Passacaglia on 
DSCH, bars 1,  144‐1,  151). Whilst  Stevenson’s  is  far more  intricate,  the  correlation  is  perceptible. 
Similarly,  if  one  compares  the  figuration  of  the  examples  in  Figure  100  (highlighted  in  red, 
Passacaglia on DSCH, bar 1, 797) Stevenson has absorbed Busoni’s mechanistic étude (highlighted in 
blue, Klavierübung:  Siebentes  Buch,  Acht  Etüden  nach  Cramer, No.  5,  Répétition: Allegrissimo,  bar 
23), which has subsequently ‘grown’ to become tangible music.  














Figure  100.  Excerpt  from  Ferruccio  Busoni’s  Klavierübung  (1818–1925):  Siebentes  Buch.  Acht  Etüden  nach 
Cramer,  No.  5.  Répétition:  Allegrissimo,  bar  23  (Leipzig:  Breitkopf  &  Härtel,  1925)  and  Ronald  Stevenson’s 
Passacaglia on DSCH (1963). (London: Oxford University Press), bars 1, 795‐1, 798.  
 
As  for  the examples  in Figure 101, although the semblance  is not as conspicuous,  it seems 
too much of a coincidence that Stevenson marks trillo in the score of his Passacaglia on DSCH (bars 
400‐402) and the étude  in Busoni’s Klavierübung  (Fünftes Buch: Triller, Nach Gounod, Andante con 
moto,  bars  2‐3)  is  similarly  entitled  ‘Trillo’.  Similarly,  in  Figure  102,  Stevenson  has  once  again 
dramatically  enhanced  the  figuration,  with  it  being  far  more  complex,  with many  supplementary 
textural  layers,  in  comparison  to  Busoni’s  that  is  für  die  linke  Hand  allein  (for  left  hand  alone) 























Stevenson  did  not  just  absorb  pianistic  figurations  from  Busoni,  but  experientially  he 
selected  from  a  multitude  of  sources  (as  discussed  in  Chapter  5.5).  Frédéric  Chopin’s  Étude  in  E 
minor Op. 25 No. 5 (1829–32)—the so called ‘wrong note étude’—is just one example: echoes of this 
work can clearly be felt in bars 428‐431 of the Passacaglia on DSCH (as shown in Figure 103). 
In  essence,  Stevenson  has  not  only  absorbed  elements  of  Chopin’s  Études  (1829–32, 
published  1837)  and  Busoni’s Klavierübung  (1818–1925,  pub.  1925)  just  as  a  pianist  (discussed  at 
length  in  chapter  two),  but  also  as  a  composer.  These  brief  examples  prove  beyond  doubt  that 
distilled  elements  of  these works—which  have  been  seminally  important  throughout  his  life  as  a 










1937)  and  Leopold Godowsky  (1870–1938):  both began by writing monumental,  polyphonic piano 
works;  and  both  later  embraced  a  highly  individual  quasi‐oriental  Impressionism,  an  art  of 








(1910‐22),  Stevenson now believes  that  this  is where  the  similarity ends.517 He also considers  that 
the importance of Sorabji as a composer of note has not only been ‘exaggerated’518 but also that ‘his 
music promised rather more than it delivered’.519 Sean Owen—whilst researching Kaikhosru Shapurji 
Sorabji:  An  Oral  Biography—found  that  Stevenson  in  telephone  conversation  was  very  critical  of 


















Whilst  Sorabji’s  Opus  Clavicembalisticum,  KSS50  (1930)  is  certainly  lengthy,  it  is  important  to 
remember that in the case of Stevenson’s own 80 minute Passacaglia on DSCH (1963), he sees the 
duration as being ‘the least interesting thing about it’.521  
    Busoni  rightly  contended  that  ‘architecture  has  its  fundamental  form,  growth  from below 
upward,’522  and  in  Stevenson’s  commercial  recording, Cathedrals  in  Sound  (1992)523  it  is  intriguing 
that all of the collective works chosen by Stevenson are thematically linked through the correlation 
struck  between  music  and  architecture  (see  Chapter  2).  Busoni  even  went  so  far  as  to  draw  an 
‘architectural  diagram’—Architektonischer:  Zeichnung  in  Form  einer  Gebäudefassade—of  his 
Fantasia contrappuntistica KIV256 (1910‐1922). This in itself  is based on one of the most significant 
Medieval  structures  in  the  whole  of  Europe—the  Palais  des  Papes  (c.  1232‐1364)—located  in 
Avignon in Southern France (as shown in Figure 104 and Figure 105).  
 
































in  the  Passacaglia  on  DSCH  (1963)  and  Sorabji  in  his  Opus  Clavicembalisticum,  KSS50  (1930).525 




Ferruccio  Busoni’s  architectural  realization  of  his  Fantasia  Contrappuntistica  KIV256  (1910‐
1922)—which appears in the opening plate of the first‐edition of the two‐piano version (as shown in 
Figure 106)—is in itself only a vastly simplified model of the actual Palais des Papes (c. 1232‐1364). 
In  order  to  reach  any  tangible  conclusion  in  comparing  the  Fantasia  Contrappuntistica’s  KIV256 
architectonic construction with that of the Passacaglia on DSCH, it is logical to create a similar two‐
dimensional image of the structure of the latter in order to fully evaluate any possible similarities.  
If  one examines  the  current  author’s  hypothetical  rendering  (as  shown  in  Figure 106),  the 
resultant correlation is striking.  





526  ‘Architecture,’  Encyclopædia  Britannica  Online,  Edith  Cowan  University  Library,  Australia: 
http://www.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/32876/architecture: 
‘Although  these  two ends may be distinguished,  they cannot be  separated, and  the  relative weight 
given to each can vary widely. Because every society—whether highly developed or less so, settled or 























than Busoni’s. Yet, whilst both works contain  fugues acting as a golden section  in  the  last  third of 
their respective works, Stevenson substantially larger structure ingeniously supports its own colossal 





The  Canadian  musicologist,  Paul  Rapoport  (b.  1948),  once  intriguingly  wrote  that,  ‘the 
Passacaglia  on  DSCH  is  inter  alia  a  creative  response  to  Busoni  just  as  Ferruccio  Busoni  Fantasia 
Contrappuntistica  is  a  creative  response  to  Bach’.528  Stevenson  himself  said  of  the  Fantasia 
Contrappuntistica  that  it  is  ‘a  visionary  completion  of  Bach’s  incomplete  fugue  from  The  Art  of 
Fugue’529  [Die  Kunst  der  Fuge,  BWV  1080  (c.  1740+)],  which  extends  the  ‘Bachian  language  to  the 
twentieth  century’.530  Yet  whilst  this  helps  to  clarify  aspects  of  the  overall monumentality  of  the 
Passacaglia  on  DSCH,  with  clear  parallels  to  the  largest  gothic  structure  in  Europe,  what  of  the 
minutiae and in particular the DSCH motif?  
 














DSCH  motif  as  ‘the  atomic  nucleus  whose  splitting  releases  the  power  of  the  sun’531  and,  as 
previously ascertained, the DSCH in the ground bass ingeniously works as a motivic chain,  like self‐
perpetuating strands of DNA. Nonetheless,  concerning  the complex  link between  the  ‘macrocosm’ 
and  ‘microcosm’  it  is essential  to understand  that both  spheres are  coupled etymologically by  the 
same root—with kosmos variously denoting  ‘order,’  ‘harmony,’  ‘the world,’ and even  ‘Universe’.532 
The  argument has,  therefore,  come  full‐circle  in  returning  to William Blake’s  ‘To  see  a World  in  a 
Grain  of  Sand…’533  and  the  Beethovenian  universality  of  Stevenson’s  senso  di  spazio  quasi 
Gagarinesco, as discussed in the opening lines of this chapter: ‘the widest space of all’.534  
    The  structural  design  of  the Passacaglia  on  DSCH  works  only  because  of  the  approach  in 
which the ‘building blocks’ are assembled within both the microcosm and macrocosm—with sound 
judgment and ingenuity. As celebrated Canadian architect, Arthur Erickson (1924–2009) once said—
bearing a  striking  similarity  to Stevenson’s  conceptualization of  forms, both  large and  small  in  the 
Passacaglia  on  DSCH—it  is  what  a  space  contains  that  is  of  greater  consequence  than  the 
architectonic form, for that alone is what truly arouses emotion: 
Space  has  always  been  the  spiritual  dimension  of  architecture.  It  is  not  the  physical 
statement of the structure so much as what it contains that moves us.535  
 























‘Sunset of  the Golden Age’, with corporeal  illustrations and elucidatory commentary  in  relation  to 
historical  antecedents.  Astonishingly,  this  distinguished  lineage  travels  back  through  Busoni,  Liszt, 
Beethoven, and Bach, with the fons et origo lying ultimately with the early clavicembalists.  
Stevenson’s  rationale  of  ‘thinking  like  a  composer’  whilst  performing  was  imperative  to 
assess, especially as  for many composer‐pianists predating  the advent of piano  rolls  and  recorded 
sound, their own performing all too swiftly became for the most part forgotten or steeped in myth. 
Recordings  of  Stevenson  observably  do  exist—with  the  exception  of  his  early  reading  of  the 
Passacaglia on DSCH  (South Africa, 1964) and a live recital entitled The Transcendental Tradition536 
from  the University  of  British  Columbia  in  1976  for  the Canadian Broadcasting  Corporation  (CBC). 
Surprisingly, however, he recorded commercially only late in life.537 This was exclusively for Altarus 
Records,  when  he  was  already  into  his  60’s.538  Therefore,  an  assessment  of  Stevenson’s  early 
pianism,  especially  in  his  formative  years  proved  critical, more  than  ever, whilst  Stevenson  is  still 
with us in order to separate fact from fiction.  













Stevenson’s  rewriting,  refiguring  and  alteration  in  performing  editions  are  arguably  of 
secondary  importance  to  his  own  composition.  Nonetheless,  the  quasi‐improvisatory  character  of 
rewriting—located somewhere in the ‘twilight realm’ between interpretation and transcription—is a 
gravely neglected subgenre, of which prior knowledge (outside of  the respective well‐documented 
territories of  Jazz and some aspects of early‐music)  is  scant  to nonexistent. This omission begs  for 
intensive  future  investigation—especially  as  it  is  close  to  the  uncharted  core  of  music  as  a 
performing art itself and is, in many ways, the creative heart of the art‐form. Additionally, attesting 
to  Stevenson’s  personal  absorption  of  elemental  aspects  of  Busoni’s  monumental  ten‐volume 
Klavierübung  in  Zehn Büchern (1818–1925)  into  his  own pianism  (many  years  later  subconsciously 
revivified  in  the  Passacaglia  on  DSCH  (1963)—was  a  laborious  undertaking,  yet  important  to 
substantiate.   
    With regard to Stevenson and transcription, this study is the first to map topographically the 
terrain  of  his  unparalleled  contribution  to  this  much‐maligned  art  form  in  any  detail,  aiming  to 
ascertain  his  reasoning  in  sustaining  an  ancient  practice  that  was  imprudently  seen,  until  very 
recently,  as being out‐of‐date and even passé. Assessing  this philosophy  in  the  first  instance, with 
concrete  illustration,  proved  an  essential  task  that  has  been  desperately  called  for  and will,  once 
again, act as a stepping stone for scholarly investigation upon which future researchers can tread, as 
a point of departure.  
Similarly,  assigning  an  entire  chapter  to  Stevenson’s  use  of  the  pedal  throughout  his  own 
voluminous body of composition (in particular, his devotion to the Sostenuto [Ped III]), is elemental 
in understanding his œuvre, of which there is, a priori, no preceding inquiry. Furthermore, with the 
exceptions  of  Stevenson’s  distinguished  colleagues,  Joseph  Banowitz,539  Glen  Carruthers,540  and 
Glenn Riddle541  (in explicit  relation  to Grainger’s pioneering utilization of  the device),  there  is very 








has  proven  fruitful  as,  once  again,  only  a  practitioner  is  fully  proficient  in  understanding  and 
appraising  both  the  subtleties  and  complexities  of  its  application  (as  they  are  often  practically 










his art,  striving  towards a Beethovenian universality. This was  found nowhere more so  than  in  the 




Linking  the miniature  to  the monumental  was  also  important,  as,  whilst  there  have  been 
studies into this facet of Stevenson’s psyche before (with superb work by Ateş Orga, Paul Rapoport, 
Malcolm  MacDonald,  Martin  Anderson,  and  Colin  Scott  Sutherland),  far‐reaching  statements  are 
often  made  with  reference  to  Stevenson  elsewhere,  that  are  corroborated  neither  with  tangible 
illustration  nor  justification.  This  is  especially  true  in  the  case  of  the  complex  link  between  the 
microcosm  and  macrocosm  and  how  they  interrelate  in  his  writing  for  the  piano.  Envisaging  an 
‘Architectonic Model’ for the Passacaglia on DSCH was an interesting exercise that divulged aspects 








Unlike  the  Fantasia  Contrappuntistica  [1910‐22],  the  Passacaglia  [on  DSCH,  1963]  has 




case  study  of  this  entire  exegesis—were  arrived  upon  autonomously,  without  premeditation,  nor 
prompting from the Stevensons. Hopefully, this study provides insight and inspiration to others.  
Unfortunately,  it  was  beyond  the  scope  of  this  study  to  examine  every  work  in 
corresponding  detail  because  of  the  sheer  volume  of music.  Instead,  the  aim was  to  capture  the 
essence  of  Stevenson  and  his  eighty‐year  connection  with  the  instrument,  without  (to  borrow  a 
phrase from Richard Dawkins, b.1941) unintentionally ‘unweaving the rainbow,’543 nor dissipating or 
trivializing his uniquely imaginative aspirations.   
As  one  can  never  perceive  Stevenson  as  a  stringently  ‘modern’  composer,  this  study  has 
largely  steered  clear  of  contextualizing  Stevenson’s  accomplishments  against  the  backdrop  of 
contemporary  equivalents,  as well  as more  recent  topical  developments.  This  is  because  the  task 
itself would  prove  unrewarding  and meaningless.  Stevenson  has  virtually  nothing  in  common,  for 
instance,  with  Jean‐Henri‐Alphonse  Barraqué  (1928–1973),  Pierre  Boulez  (b.  1925),  Karlheinz 
Stockhausen  (1928–2007),  Frederic  Rzewski  (b.  1938),  or  Brian  Ferneyhough  (b.  1943).  With  the 
exceptions  of Michael  Finnissy  (b.  1946)  and  Larry  Sitsky  (b.  1934)  (with whom  there  is  a  distinct 
shared  responsiveness  to  the  Busonian  composer‐pianist  traditions),  Stevenson  is  far  closer  in 
intellectual equipoise and stylistic aptitude to Franz Liszt, Leopold Godowsky, Ferruccio Busoni, Percy 
Grainger,  and  even  Ludwig  van  Beethoven,  as  well  as  the  shadowy,  mostly  forgotten  ethereal 











had to return  to  [Giovanni Pierluigi da] Palestrina  (c. 1525/1526?–1594)  it would be a step 
forward?544 
 
Naturally,  only  time will  attest  to  Stevenson’s  significance  and  endurance  as  a  composer. 
However, interest in his music is steadily rising, with an ever‐increasing catalogue of recordings and 
performance, by some of the world’s foremost practitioners. As Chris Walton notes ‘if there is one 
thing that I  learnt from my years as a music librarian,  it  is that music of quality will sooner or later 
claim its own destiny’.545  









Whilst  this  author  is  under  no  circumstances  accusing  Stevenson  of  plagiarism,  this  concise 
platitude is also a philosophical and literary paraphrase (or even transcription!) of the dialectics of 












  The true, natural, historical, and dialectical negation  is  (formally)  the moving source of 
all development—the division into opposites, their struggle and resolution, and what is 
more, on  the basis of experience gained,  the original point  is achieved again  (partly  in 
history, fully in thought), but at a higher stage.547 
 




refiguring  preexisting material,  transcribing  the works  of  predecessors  and  acquaintances,  or  in 
forging his own gargantuan output of extraordinarily original and diverse compositions. If one had 
to describe the essential core of his creative essence Stevenson consistently arises to something 
new  through  an  ingenious  amalgamation  of  separate,  distinct  fundamentals—whether  it  be 








unashamed  humanity.  Logically,  therefore,  in  consideration  of  Stevenson  as  both  a  visionary 
composer  and  virtuoso  pianist  of  the  highest  calibre,  he  is  anything  but  a  ‘major‐minor’ 
composer—except that he ‘never gave up on tonality’.549 Above all, his music can tangibly act as a 
vehicle for political and moral goodness in the wider musical firmament.  





































































                                                
550  These  appendices  have  been  adapted  from  Martin  Anderson,  ‘Appendix  Seven’  in  Ronald 




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































                                                
568 Martin Anderson, ‘Appendix Seven’. ‘The Young Person’s Grainger is an album containing: 
  Country Gardens          Simplified edition by Percy Grainger 
  Shepherd’s Hey          Simplified edition by Percy Grainger 
  Molly on the Shore        Abridged by Ronald Stevenson 
  Mock Morris          Easy arrangement by Ronald Stevenson 
  Beautiful Fresh Flower        Easy arrangement by Ronald Stevenson 
  Australian Up‐Country Song      Edited by Ronald Stevenson 
  Irish Tune from Country Derry      Edited by Ronald Stevenson 
  Walking Tune          Easy arrangement by Ronald Stevenson 
  Hill Song No. 1          Easy arrangement by Ronald Stevenson 
  To a Nordic Princess        Easy arrangement by Ronald Stevenson 
  One More Day my John        Edited by Ronald Stevenson 
  Spoon River          Easy arrangement by Ronald Stevenson 
  Blithe Bells          Easy version by Percy Grainger 
  Over the Hills and Far Away      Easy arrangement by Ronald Stevenson 




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































       
     



































































































































































































































                                                                                                                                                  
  Country Gardens          Simplified edition by Percy Grainger 
  Shepherd’s Hey          Simplified edition by Percy Grainger 
  Molly on the Shore        Abridged by Ronald Stevenson 
  Mock Morris          Easy arrangement by Ronald Stevenson 
  Beautiful Fresh Flower        Easy arrangement by Ronald Stevenson 
  Australian Up‐Country Song      Edited by Ronald Stevenson 
  Irish Tune from Country Derry      Edited by Ronald Stevenson 
  Walking Tune          Easy arrangement by Ronald Stevenson 
  Hill Song No. 1          Easy arrangement by Ronald Stevenson 
  To a Nordic Princess        Easy arrangement by Ronald Stevenson 
  One More Day my John        Edited by Ronald Stevenson 
  Spoon River          Easy arrangement by Ronald Stevenson 
  Blithe Bells          Easy version by Percy Grainger 
  Over the Hills and Far Away      Easy arrangement by Ronald Stevenson 
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































                                                
588 1. ‘Willie’s gane to Melville Castle’   2. ‘Weaving song          3. ‘Skye boat song’ 
   4. ‘This is no my plaid’      5. ‘Turn ye to me’          6. ‘Drowned Fair Mary’  
   7. ‘Lizzie Lindsay’      8. ‘The women are a’ gane’ 9. ‘My faithful fond one’ 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Division, George IV Bridge, Edinburgh, EH1 1EW, Inventory Acc. 11567.  



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































                                                
590 ‘This is the first commercial issue for Stevenson's famous 1964 recording of his Passacaglia on 
DSCH ‐ a master‐work of the last century. The recording was issued in a limited edition of 100 2LP sets. 
Unsurprisingly copies are famously scarce’. Rob Barnett, Music Web International: http://www.musicweb‐
international.com/classrev/2009/june09/stevenson_APR.htm. 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